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Students address Trustees tonight 
By Reglnold Royston 
Campus Editor 
At 7:30 thi, evening students will 
begin their much-anticipated meet-
mg with representatives from the 
Board or 1rustecs. seeking to halt 
the merger or the College of Fine 
Arts and College of Arts and Sci-
cnces. 
The merger. intended to slrcam-
linc the acfministrativc costs or the 
University, was officially approved 
by the Board oflrustecs last Octo-
ber. 
Stephanie Bogg,. a senior theater 
major. was 1_>::art of the March 11 
protest in which more than 300 line 
arts students and supporters shut 
clown the "A" building. 
For her and other Fine Arts 
majors. tonight's meeting will be a 
pivotal moment. 
"I feel confident that thas can con-
vince them. I'm not saying it will. 
But I'm going in there on point," 
Boggs said Wednesday. " I would 
not still be lighting for this If I did-
n'l think this possible." 
Following a town hall meeting 
March I I. where President Swygert 
walked out after a heated exchange 
with students. approximalely I 00 
pro1c,1crs occu1_>ied the first noor of 
the admini>,tn1t1on building. 
Students demanded an emergency 
meeting with the Board orTru5tees 
and an unmecliatc halt to the merg-
er of Fine Arts. Students also want-
ed the full exoneration of b,anned 
former ,1udcn1 David Muhammad 
and li,c ,tudcnt< who antcrrupted a 
Black-Jewish relations class. 
Swygert agreed to the open meet-
ing wath the Board. Boggs and 
Hasani Issa, a theater major as well. 
will represent the concerns or Fine 
Arts students to the Academic 
Affairs Committee of the Board of 
1rustees t0nijlht. 
The comnuttee does not repre-
sent the full Board, but a majority 
of trustees arc expected to be pre-
sent. 
Groups of student representatives 
have been meeting in closed ses-
sions for several weeks to _prepare 
testimony for tonight, which will 
undoubtedly inc lude alternative 
proposals to the merger. 
Boggs would not make known the 
strategies and whal arguments the 
representatives will brmf 10 table, 
saying. her "game plan was not 
ready as of Wednesday. 
"TI1e only way to show them is not 
by saying Phylicia Rashad gradu-
ated from here. but by showing 
them the importance line arts Stu· 
dents have here and students in the 
future," she said. 
Students working with the admin-
istration and implementation panel 
in overseeing the merger have been 
supportive of the Fine Arts Muden-
t's cause. 
"I think it will be a very positive 
meeting because students will pre-
sent information from a different 
perspective instead of from the 
administration's so that the Board 
feels what Mudcnts are feeling," 
,aid HUSA vice president Jania 
Richardson. 
But as or Wcdnc.sday, some line 
arts studenls weren't as confident, 
saying they ha,-en't been told much 
about the meeting tonight and aren't 
positive much wall come of it. 
"I was at the 'Pi building. h's good 
to protest. but I don't know wnat's 
i;oang on," said Ronald Acosta, a 
fourth-year music education ma~or. 
"They need to spread the word. ' 
Allen Jackson. a 1996 graduate 
and former president of Fine Arts 
student council. said he is wary of 
the efforts srudcnt groups have ooen 
making in prep:arauon for the meet-
ing. 
"T haven't heard anything. h's not 
like there arc signs everywhere 
'Remember ... Remember.' 'Don't for-
get 10 attend.''' said Jackson. 
'This is an issue lhat needs to be 
very well understood al the mini-
mum you have 10 put fonh an agen-
da and you get a consensus, because 
they're acting on your behalf. That's 
organization and ain't a whole lot of 
that going around." 
HownrdStudents United for Black 
Education (HSUBE). a group that 
formed from the student takeover. 
say they have been preparin& for the 
meeting as well. hostin_g '1each-
ins" and doing cducataon cam-
paigns all over campus. 
Tf1ey ha,•e planned a rally and 
vigil for Friday's meeting. 
But Alturrick Kinney, a sopho-
more in the group that also speaks 
out against the Anti-Defamation 
L~gue, said there h:a,n't been much 
Please see MEETING, A3. 
ANC r esiden t s wonder 
if HUSA President-Elect 
Hutto can sti l l represent 
By Lolly Bowean 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When resident Shcil.1 Blake first found out her 
Advisor)' Neighborhood Commissioner was 
Jonathan Hutto. she said she wondered whether he 
wou Id be able 10 hand le the tough job of commis-
sioner and a full-time ,tudent. 
But now. fewer 1han six months after he was elect-
ed to the ANC board. Blake said she was shocked 
to hear Hutto has taken on yet another job: the 
Howard University Student Association president. 
"Where the hell is her Blake asked. "He is sup-
posed to be our ANC representative, and I ne,er 
hc1,rd anything from him after his town meeting. 
Can he handle being student body president when 
he hasn't done any1hing as ANC comrulssionerr 
Blake said ,he wa~ unable to get in contact with 
Hutto until she called the Univen;ity·s political sci-
ence department and a~ked them to contact Hullo 
for her. 
"He knows I have some problems 1 want 
addrcssed," she said. ··But he still hasn·1 called me," 
After repeated attempts 10 schedule an interview 
ror this article, Hutto declined, saying that he "is not 
giving anymore interviews this school year." 
Like Blake. several active residents who reside in 
l lu11o·s district have begun to wonder if Hutto will 
be able to fully serve the community and Howard 
students simultaneously. 
Resident Conrad Smith said he docs not believe 
Hullo will be able to juggle both positions. 
''He can·t be an ANC representative and a student 
president:· he said. "Ri~ht now the residents can't 
contact Hutto: they don t know where he is and he 
doesn't show up 10 our civic meeliniis, But he·s not 
doing anything because he·s spending all his time 
on campus:' 
Although several residents say they have lost con-
fidence in Hutto, most of his fellow ANC commis-
sioners say they support Hutto 's effort 10 serve the 
student body and the local comnmni1y. ANC Com-
missioner Lawrence Guyot, district I 804. said he 
is certain Hutto will do a good job in both positions. 
"Hutto is a natural leader:• Guyot said. "He has 
qualities needed to be a leader of the Mudents and 
the residents. so T don·t sec why he wouldn't be able 
to do the things he has comm111ed 10 do:· 
Guyot urged" residents and students 10 give Hutto 
the opportunity 10 make his mark, rather than worry 
about his job load. 
"Ir we are going 10 seriously look at Howard stu-
dents as lcaoers, ihen there has to be some faith and 
trust in them," ANC Board Chairwoman Mary 
1readwell said in a previous Hilltop interview. 
"fhese students have a 101 of energy, and they can 
direct that energy toward cause.~ that will benefit the 
community." 
" I really don't know what he is doing or what he 
did before he took the job of student body president.'' 
re..~idcnt James Walker said. "I saw him wl1ile he was 
campaigning and at the town meeting after he got 
elected. but that was the only time he existed:· 
Pholo by Eduoard loneus 
Students will address Howard University trustees tonight in 
hopes of preventing the merger of the Colle9e of Fine Arts with 
the Colleije of Arts and Sciences a nd fostering a !!reater 
appreciation for the arts and performances like this one. 
Football player 
accused of assault 
By Mark Jennings 
Hilltop Staff Wnter 
Delmar Hazel. a junior finance 
major. from Brooklyn. N.Y .. was 
allegedly assaulted by a Howard 
football player, early last Sunday 
morninjl outside a party at the 
Carne'1,1e Librnry in Northwest 
Washington. 
According 10 Haw!, a D.C. fire 
marshal stopped the party, which 
was an unofficial after•J?arty for the 
Howard Hip-Hop Fashmn show. at 
2:30 a.m. because the overcrowding 
posed a lire hazard. 
When Hazel, one of the party's 
DJs. walked outside he ,aid he 
"noticed a ruckus in the crowd." 
Hazel then walked 10 the center of 
the dispute between two Howard 
freshmen. one of whom was a 
football player. Hazel said that he 
was then surrounded by a group of 
I 5 people, with two of them 
swinging their lists at his head. 
"All I could do was r.ut up my 
guard and protect rnyscl . " he said. 
Hazel claims that after he escaped 
from the crowd and approached a 
grassy area. he was kicked in hi, 
rieht cheek by Terrance Williams, 
a 'Boward foothall player, as he was 
kneeling to regain his composure. 
Junior Kariem Jones, a friend of 
Hazel's, also witnessed the event. 
"It \\a, a little beef between ahc 
football team and these freshman 
kids," Jones said. "and lhen 111} 
man Del jumped in like 'yo chill' 
and then the next thing I knew they 
started swinging on ham." 
Jones said that Hazel was simply 
trying 10 break up the melee 
between the football pla)crs and 
the freshman. 
"He came strictly in peace and 
they just set it on ham" Jones said. 
Hazel suffered a torn nerve and 
broken bone in his check from the 
alleged incident. Washington 
Hospital Center treated his injuries 
and released him. bu1 HaLCI has not 
been able to attend classes. 
Witnesses interviewed were 
reluctant 10 be qunted because of 
fear of retaliation from some 
football team members. The 6'4 
190 lb .. Ha1.cl said he is not sure 
why anyone would look al him as 
a threat, and fell lhc alleged incident 
was unwarranted and 11nprovoked. 
"It is senseless that someone 
would think I'm a threat 10 them and 
that they would do so much dmnage 
to me," Hazel said. "I know he was 
drinking so I don't know if his 
thought was clouded." 
Charges against Williams have 
been filed wath the Fifth District 
Please see ASSAULT, A3. 
Injured football 
play e r remains 
o p tim ist ic 
By Derrick S. Edwards 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
1t was just another corner blitz. 
collision on a rypical spring football 
practice, but Larry Connors knew 
something about this one was dif-
ferent. 
"I couldn't feel anything below 
my shoulders," said Connors, a 
Bason defonsive back. 
As Connors lay motionless, every 
football playea 's worso fears came 
to realization: One of their team-
mates may be &eriously injured. or 
even paralyzed. 
On April 8, Connors. a junior 
business major, suffered a spinal 
cord injury during practice and was 
nearly paralyzed. He has lost reel-
ing from his chest down. 
The injury happened when Con-
nors tried to bhtz the quarterback 
and was picked up on a block by the 
running back. 
"I didn't sec him at first: he just 
appeared. l tried to get as low as he 
got. I got lower, unfortunately," 
Connors said. "It wasn't anyone's 
Please see CONNORS, A3. 
Pllolo 00Ur1es1y of All Pro Phocography 
Larry Connors was Injured 
during a recent spring 
practrce but he and hfs family 
remain o ptimistic that his 
spinal cord Injury will soon 
heal. 
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Black-Jewish relations class seeks to further dialogu1 
B~ Zakee Sabree 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In a plush, an teroom of the 
Howard Universi ty Founders 
Library, about 14 students and pro-
fessors listen with mixed expres-
sions as Julius Lester, African-
American writer/ convened reform 
Jew describes the Civil Rights 
Movement, onhodox Judaism and 
picnics. 
national spokesman for the Nation 
of Islam. was invited to speak on 
Howard's campus. 
Muhammad's speech, about the 
high ly debated role of Jews in the 
Transat lantic slave trade, touched 
off controversy. 
Students in the class have a gen• 
eral positive feeling because of the 
new experiences and new people 
"The class gave me a once-in-a-
1 i fet ime opportunity 10 meet 
I toward University students 10 talk 
and learn a 101 about each other." 
said Ellie Klein, a Jewish student 
panicipating in the class from AU. 
"The ADL is not a terrorist organization." 
-- Dr. Pa,nela Nadell, Jewish Studies 
professor at A111erican University. 
"Discussion needs to grow from 
Blacks and Jews." Lester said to the 
experimental Black~Jewish Rela-
tions class run by Howard and 
American University. 
Lester, a known advocate of coop-
eration between Blacks and Jews, 
suggests that an academic dialogue 
between Blacks and Jews, such as 
that facilitated by the class, is use-
less. 
According to him, Blacks and 
Jews need to integrate their work 
and play 111 order 10 achieve under-
standing. 
"How can you refute academic. 
rational discussions becau-.e it has 
not yielded any workable solutions 
yet," said Kevin Kabumoto. con-
fronting Lester. 
The question of Black-Jewish 
relations was raised three years ago. 
when Khalid Muhammad, then-
The speech caused outrage among 
Jewish Americans and resulted in a 
downsizing of philanthropic sup• 
pon. 
The event garnered national 
media attention, forcing political 
backlash against the University. 
To quell growing animosity 
toward the University. David Frei-
dman. regional director of the Anti• 
Defan1a1ion League ofB'nai B'rith; 
Ru=II Adams.chair of the African 
American studies Depanment al 
HU; and Pamela Nadell, a profes-
sor in Jewish studies at American 
University, began bmins1011T1ing on 
a class 1ha1 would discuss .Black-
Jewish relationships in 1994. 
Adams and Nadell intended to 
make the class an experimental 
forum. ,~here young African Amer• 
icans and Jewish Americans would 
discu,s each other's history and 
relationships in society. 
The AOL. a Jewish advocacy 
group. agreed to provide logistical 
suppon. the use of the organiza-
tion's Washington office for the 
clas, and guest speakers. 
Tyrell Eiland. a Jewish African 
American al Howard. said the cla.\S 
holds a unique :tnd necessary po,i-
tion al Howard. 
"I th ink there's a need for the 
course and it would be a vital addi-
11on to the African-American stud• 
ies depanmcn1." he said. 
But the clas,. which according to 
the American Univer,;it) ,yllabus 
discusse, "Jewish and African-
American his10ry and the hi\1orical 
relationship" in order to explore 
"their comemporary relations in a 
multicultural American society." 
has come under fire recently by 
studenl'> at Howard University. 
On March 5. a group of students 
Y.alked into the c lass held on 
llo" ard\ campu, and demanded 
to know why a cour,;c '\ponsored" 
b) the A DL wa, being taught here. 
The ,1udcn1s comendd that the 
AOL is a "terrorist organi,ation." 
which docs not stand for the inter-
ests of Black people and ha, no 
busine,s teaching a cla\\ at 
Howard. 
"It is a misconception." Nadell 
said. "The AOL ha, no dccis,on-
making power in the focus or the 
class and they are not an academi-
c:,lly accredited organi1a1ion." 
\dams and Nadell designed the 
curriculum. which con,i,t, of com-
parative studies of the hi,tol') and 
progressive movement, of both 
groups. 
Students receive a cumulatl\e 
grade for engaging 111 op.:n forum 
discu>\iom,. pair in groups 10 am,-
lyze particular issues, and arc 
involved in guest speaker pre,ema-
tion,. 
The screening procc"es required 
prospective students IO ha, e ,onw 
experience 111 African American 
Studies or Judaic S1ud1e,. and an 
interest 111 confronting Black and 
JC\\ ,sh IS sues. 
"(The da"] i, a ,mall pan of a 
spectrum of cffom 10 reach and 
mend "hat we are seeing a, tense 
relation, betY.ccn the Black and 
Jcwi,h communi1,." Nadell ,aid. 
But "ladell .admit, the course 
would 1101 haw come together wuh-
out ahe ADI.\ help. 
"The course would not e,i,1 were 
it not for 1ha1.'' Nadell said. 
The A DI.', region:11 d1rcc1or 
l),av,d 1 ·reidman pre,enkd a lecture 
on the cumm1 --.1,11e of Black-kw 
,sh relations in America. but a,ide 
from this. the AOL ha, no innucnce 
on the curriculum "hat,oever. 
"ladcll argues. 
Both profc"or,. when que,tioncd 
about the controver,iul reputation 
of the ,\DL. responded with \llr)· 
111g dei:rce, nf applaud. apprecia 
11011 .,ml reproachmem. 
E<>r ·\dam,, rela1ion,h1p, 
between the \DI and promine111 
.\frican Americans such as Eric 
Holder. ruture deput) secretar) 
of the Ju,1ice Depar1111e111. and 
\!anon Wri)!ht Edelman ot the 
Children', Legal Defense Fund. 
,how, 1ha1 the organuation i, 
1111ere,1ed in the welfare of Black 
people. 
"The...: people ltM a: 
a lot .111() kno" a lot L\,I 
goes on Ill the \\orlJ." \ 
addmg that he ,houldn1~ 
the one 10 ddend 1hcor 
Bui \;,1<lcll cager)) • 
,?roup, \\hich ,he ail 
po,i11,c thmg ,n the i,c 
minorities and Je\li<hp,qt 
"AOL " 1101 a terron~ 
lion," ,aid Dr. \/adell 
organitation "h~b.~ r 
ed in the mob hanganiu1 
em Je\\ su,p.!clc:J of~ 
media ,landcrin~ of Jo i 
CMI) 1900\." 
But Naddl al..o ~ 
the AOL doc, not ~pdl 
Jew l\h people, onl~ J 
",ensithc Americanlm 
through the ,taunch o:-
the Holocau,t 1or,h. 
an) .and .,II ,1a1emr 
in,ohing Jc\11,h rr 
pola11c.1I 1ntere,1,. 
~ ntcrtainl!r, . 
Phone-in registration process cuts down lines 
. Don't: 
forget to 
pick up 
The : 
But delayed set-up of Banner system slowing process 
By Alain Joseph 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The legacy of Howard University's 
regisira1ion process has been lines 
wrapped in and out of University 
hallways like a giant can of worms. 
But this year Univer.,iry officials have 
added lines to alleviate the process -
44 telephone lines. to be ex.'lCI. 
Howard University was the first 
institution in the Wa,hington. D.C.· 
area Consonium of Universities 10 
provide phone reg;s1ra1ion for a 
segment of the university in 1990. 
This year, phone registration was 
made mandatory. but Mudcnts are 
wondering when other registration 
functions will be available by phone. 
Sherry Ann Shaw. a junior 
accounting major, said she was 
more than satisfied with the conve-
nient regi,1ra1ion. but said she 
wants to be able 10 access more 
information over the phone. 
"Al other universi ties students can 
check 10 see their credits, and other 
personal documents. When will we 
be able 10 do 1ha1?" she asked. 
Universities such as George Wash-
ington, American, George Mason, 
and Catholic universities allow stu-
dents 10 access a wide range of per• 
sonal infonnation by phone. 
Al American University students 
will not be able 10 register by phone 
until the spring of 1998. but students 
can search for up-to-the-minute 
course listings, check final grades. 
class schedules or review account 
balances and pay bi Us by phone. 
Don Bunis, registr.u- for American 
University sayi, that because of 1.he 
convenience to ,1uden1s and the 
success 1ha1 other school\ have had 
with telephone access to da111, the 
university will open up 24 lines for 
phone registration next ,pring. 
"We want 10 allo" them (student,) 
more degree, of freedom to per-
form registration m,ks," Buni, said. 
At Catholic Universil). student, 
have 16 lines available during the 
registration period where the) can 
add and drop classes. check grades 
and review linancinl accounts. 
At George Washington Universi-
ty. students have 48 lin.:, :wail:able 
for phone-in regi,1r.11ion under the 
BANNER system. \\hich Hm,.,rd 
purcha<,ed last )Car. 
BANNER is an integrated liling 
syMem that conwlida1e, infom1a11on 
about a student from the ollice of 
Admission~. Recrui1rne111. Financial 
Aid. Student Accounts. Hoosmg ,uxl 
other area., 11110 one database. 
Th<! single da1ab;l\e will "improve 
accuracy and integril) of the student 
inform,11ion. spc'<Xhng up the reg-
1,muion proce,,s immcn-.cl). uccord-
ing 10 Jo-.cph Collin,. vice prc,idcnt 
for lnfo11T1nt1on S)stem, .and Ser-
vice, at HU. Collins helped ...:1 up 
BANNER at George Wa,h111g1on. 
Charles Moore. director of u...:r ,up-
pon services at ISAS. ,aid mstalhng 
BANNER would help the univer,;it) 
improve the regl\tration proce" and 
e,entually move it on line. 
But according 10 Collin,. BA, • 
NER won't~ full~ opcrJtional u1111I 
the 2000-200 I ,chool > car. Toi, " 
the time it take, 111 (ln.)er 10 full) 
integrate the di,cr,c da1aba,e,. 
Although Collm, "makmg ,omc 
1mpro,emen1, w11h a lin111ed ,tall. 
nddiuonal ,tafl "ill allo" him IO 
re,1ch hi, goal much sooner 
He " work111g w11h the adm1n" 
tration 1odc1cn111nc stall planning 
"The Uni>Cl'>ll) a )Car ai,todccad 
cd 10 move itwlf 11110 the 21 ,1 cen 
tul) as pan ur S" > ~en , S1ra1e1•1c 
Framc"ork lor •\ction," Colhn, 
Fashion Show coordinator takes heat from models, 
administrators for show's risque content 
By Natalie Hopkinson 
Hilllop Staff Wnter 
A model liled a formal complaint last week 
againM Spring Black Ans Fashion Show coor-
dinator Max-Anhur Mantle for pulling off her 
leather jacket during the show, causing her to 
walk across the stage with only her hands cov-
ering her chest. 
SuLette Gunn, a line ans student. liled the 
complaint with the Office of Student Activities 
for sexual harassment. Gunn said she was com-
pletely surpri~ed when Mantle pulled off the 
jacket because it was 1101 rehearsed. 
"I said 'Don't do this, Max. I'm 001 playing with 
you."' Gunn remembered saying arter he began 
10 pull ofT1hejackc1. "He was kissing on me and 
playing with me and it felt very nasty." 
But Mant le said the scene had been rehearsed. 
and if Gunn was upset. she didn't say anything 
10 him immediately after the show. 
"The next day, after her 1alks with her 
boyfriends and her friends, she decided 10 be out• 
raged." Mantle said. "l have no apologies." 
After directing one of the mo;i controversial 
fashion shows in Howard's history, Mantle is on 
the hot seat from the administration, his models. 
and the Undergraduate Student Assembly, which 
sponsored the show. for what they all describe 
as inappropriate behavior. 
Aftertreshow. OuiSIOpherTyoon. tre UGSA finan-
cial Advisor. refused to pay Mantle a $500 stipend that 
was promised 10 him in a ,-ema1 agreement. 
'There was an agreement to pay him as with all 
the coordinators in the Spring Black Ans Festi-
val," Tyson :mid. "But we made it clear 10 him 1ha1 
there would be no nudity in the show, no expo-
sure of genitalia. He directly violated that. It was 
our show. It was embarassing 10 us quite frankly." 
Dannette Gerald, the UGSA coordinator, said 
the final decision or whether Mantle will be paid 
won't be decided until proceeds from the entire 
festival are counted. 
But Mantle said not being paid just added insult 10 
the injury ofbeingconstanlly monitored and receiv-
ing dire wamingl> not 10 make the ,ho\, too risque. 
"Apparently, people assumed 1ha1 I was some 
kind of freak." Mantle ,aid of the admm1stra-
1ion ·s close censuring of the show. "I wa., terri-
bly offended by 1hn1." 
Mantle claims that because of the adminima-
1ion's presence during the show's rehearsal,. 
the overall product of1he show was entirely dif-
fered from his vision. These innucnces along 
with several designers cancelling at the last 
minute forced hasty changes 10 the show. 
Mantle said the University's general counsel 
office. UGSA, and the Office of Student Activ-
ities pressured him even more after they saw an 
advcnisment for the show an the April 4 edition 
of The Hilltop in which models \\ere partially 
nude. 
They made Mantle and all the models sign a 
contract promising 1hnt there would be no nudi• 
1y or lewd ac1s during the show. 
Bel inda Watkins. 
Director of the Office of 
Student Activities. 
acknowledged 1h01 she 
did pu1 pressure on Man-
tle because, in her opin-
ion, he has put on some 
outrageous shows in the 
past. 
"Having experienced 
Max in the Homecom-
ing fashion show, I felt 
that some of his creativ-
ity may be misunder-
stood," Watkins said. 
plained 10 the Ulll\CNt, about the sho-.,s' nlC) COil· 
lent. 
At pre" time. Sharon Banks could not be 
reached. 
"This is an i,,uc of money controlling the 
ans." Mantle said. 
Mantle said the microphone w:t, intentionally 
1101 made available for him and univcr,;ity and 
student official, vetoed pan, of the show where 
he wanted 10 broadc:ist ,cenes from the movie, 
Boomerang and Jungle Fever. 
"The university ha, decided 10 have some sa) 
in what goes on in the show. Thal they decided 
10 step in and take a slilnd. To be perfectly hon-
e,1. I don't ha, ca problem with the $500. Ger-
ald said. 
Despite being heavily ccn,ored. Mantle i, still 
happy with the way the sho" turned out ulu-
mately. "I did ii my way." he said. 
STA Travel is the worfd's largest 
travel organization specializing 
in low-cost travel for students. 
PSST! Got the urge to travel? 
STA Travel hu great student atrrar-es to 
doalinaliona around the world Go ahoppmi:r 
on our website for current lludent 94rfaro• Watkins said that her 
assbtant attended some 
rehearsals, along with 
Sharon Banks, an attor-
ney for the university, 10 
make sure nothing would 
offend the audience. 
Walkins said in the past 
parents of young audi-
ence members have com-
(202) 887-0912 
Si"/j 2401 Pennsylvania Ave., Suite C Washlnctlon, D.C. 20037 
www.sta-travel.com 
• lnl•mational Slud•nl tdentily Cards 
• Around the World 
• Stud•nl Airfares 
• OomesUc Discounts 
• Eurail Passes 
STA TRAVEL w.-..bec.n t.bere. 
• Host•! M•mber>hlp 
• Sprinc Brtak 
• Travel Insurance 
• Packl,n for 18•34 yrs. 
• Budcet Hotels 
,aid "I .:,111,e here 10 put Howard 
1n the fore! ront or u\lng 1echnolo• 
g). 
Phone-in rcg"1ra1ion wa, 111tro-
duccd in 1990 10 pan, of Ho\\ard 
a, a 1e,1 111arkc1 under Ceci I 
Fran~lin. the fom1er registrar. \t 
the lime. eight line, were available 
10 ,1udent, 10 reg1,1er 
Hilltop 
com-
mencem 
nt issue. 
Look for· 
it on Ma~ 
10. 
Enroll111en1 management 
111crea,ed cap,,cll) of the Progmm-
maw: Rcg,,trati(ln On-Line Sy,. 
1em. nr HU PROS, from 20 lane, to 
4-1 line, thi, ,pring. 
Jmuce :,.iichol,on. , 1.:c pre\ldent 
for enrollment management. ,a,d 
1ha1 reg1,1ra11on "enl ,moothl) and 
then: i, a good chance 1ha1 phone 
n.:j!istr,ttion \\ 111 ~ .1vaalablc for 
late regi,1ra11011 nc\l fall. 
Collin, ,aid lh,11 h) the tame BAN-
N{ R "lull) m,1allcd. ,1udcn1, wall 
ha,.: complete al·cc" 10 their p,:r 
,nnal 111fonn,11aon by phone. 
AT 
THE .......... CE 
~w 
Schoolo1 : ALL 
Business ; 
& Public 
Man30ement 
Gain Strength 
in Numbers 
atGW 
Introducing the Master of Sciat 
in Professional Accounting 
Po,1non your,.clf for ,1 ,uccc"tul rrok"m 
c'-irccr wtth 0\\/'... new 1ntcn.,1,·c i;ri&Jua::rc~ 
Ideal prcp,1r.mon for prolc""'n31 .,ree,, n 
publac .1ccountm1:, corpor.uc .account,ni:, 
financi.11 man.,1gcment1 .:ovcmmcnt, or~ 
• Thoroui:h prcpar.mon tor the 
CPA, CMA or CIA ccmfic-ate 
• Small ,cctaon, w11h lu~hlv 
cx~ncnccJ f.iculty 
• OpJ1.0flU!11tlCS Ill lll\"CI rrotc--1oo.il. 
and prn.,pectan• employers 
• Minimum 10 month, full-um< 
or rwo yea as p,lrt · umc 
Progr.,m begm, July 1997 with exd11->1rc 
course ,nccgmting financ,.11 accounnn~ and 
mformation sr-,terns. 
Find out how you c.m ,trengthcn rour :,,:m;n::; 
career opportunities with .m ln1trul\C v~ 
pro~ram that real! y ,1Jds up. 
Department of Accountancv 
Call (202) 994-3283 
Fax (202) 994-5164 
E-mai I depcaccy@gw1s2.c1rc.g11U.J: 
• • 
~ fwo HU students 
:o make Mecca 
pilgrimage 
By Bishop Chui 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
ti,hif Qaadri. a freshman 
pi..iry mujor. "3) she·, going on 
J llllP of a lifetime. 
1 )l.ldri. along w11h another 
I, ,nrd ;,tudcnt and a faculty 
! 
! 
I 
I 
r 
r 
,iii,cr. will join 01hcr guests of 
,Saudi Arabian cmba~,y nnd 
~nrnfpilgrim, in 1ravcling.10 
►'ta, Saud, Arabia. 10 perfonn 
,lhb year. 
1,oni, can'I expre,, 1hc feelings 
) he;u1," Qaudri ,aid. 
1,jj. 1hc founh pill:1r of lsl:un. is 
,,iuircmenl for all Mu,lim~ and 
,t11oho ha,e 1he mean, 10 tra,el. 
A !he increasing co,,t of college 
l!OO. many student, have had 10 
Ill the p1lgrunagc uni ii lhey ure 
lflli~II} \!able 10 make the 1rip. 
t,ward Uni, ersi1y Muslim 
t,"bm Johari Abdul Mali!. sci 
11>e-.1ablhh a fund 10 offset 1he 
c, of 1hc pilgrimage for 
,mean-born Mu,hm ,1uden1s 
Jlghisown pilgrimage in 1995. 
'lere,,uh of1ha1 pursuit "'I' 1he 
::ii Hali scholar,hip program ol 
"lli 1996. Five ,1uden1, and 
rru rcprescnt,111\es "ere able 10 
~~•e because of 1ha1 
t MEETING. A3. 
1 CO()perat ion between the 
·,c mvi1cd 1hcm but they 
·,come out 10 our mec11ng<· 
. "They're no1 lool.111g a1 the 
I picture. h', re:1lly a plot 10 
Blacl. education. cuhural-
lll<!ntall).". 
tral member, of IISUBE 
10uch off 1he ·•A'" building 
,er. lobbying 10 lifl the bar on 
,1udent David Muhammad 
l,lmg that five s1uden1, "ho 
,JJ)ICd a Black-Jc,, ish rela 
da,, not be subjec1ed 10 dis-
ac1ion. 
i!CCording 10 Boggs. those 
11,ilJ not be a pan of mceling 
lhe Trustees tonight. 
.focus is on Fine Ans. I'm no1 
,ldon'1 suppon I ISUBE. but 
'1 I.now specific of their 
)IIASSAULT. Al. 
.tSiauon. and ,r1he allega1ion, 
l!IO',cn true. he faces a possible 
llya.ssauh charge, which carries 
- ,mge three- 10 five-year prison 
t!lee. 
lltrrtpea1ed phone call,. no one 
.rroo1ball office "a' available 
Im CO NORS. A I. 
- it", ju,1 an unfonunn1e 
•• 
G.i) Denni,. ,hief or 1he neu-
lrpcal division al lloward Uni-
:ry Ho~pitul. diagnosed Con-
,.ronfim1ing 1ha11hc junior has 
~ a spinal cord injury and 
"": 1ha1 hi, condi1ion is \table. 
·•nors· girlfriend, Adrienne 
llO. said Connors injured his 
:th and fiflh vertebra in his 
Jul column. which in turn 
1:htd 1he nerve. Connors is 
t;ped 10 an apparatus with 
'ilits 10 reduce 1he ~welling in 
~body. TI1e weights abo help 
.,h,s head ,1eady while stretch-
lhi, neck ,o 1ha1 the vcncbrae 
lb;ick in10 proper position and 
xh the nerve. 
1 Hilltop presMimc. Connors 
~
regaining feeling in his am1; 
other ex1remi1ie~. 
· 100k me olT IV. and I'm 
'.1ng to get more feeling:· Con• 
said. 
lt!iJem H. Patrick Swygen. hi, 
land s1a1T visi1cd Connors. Res-
Life Dean William Keane. 
ofBu,iness reprcsen1a1ives. 
Ci. 1eamma1es and coaches 
h3vc visited Connors daily. 
ttmma1e Ryan Edwards. a 
marketing major. said the 
nt. while unfortunate, has 
glhcncd the 1ea111. 
's made 1he 1c:1m strongcr,1' 
l!ds said, "and we 're just here 
11lpporl the family and do any-
g we can." 
= 
University has provided 
family w i1h :a 1emporary 
at the Howard Pl!w1 Tow-
This year's program has received 
additional suppon from the offices 
of the university preside111 and the 
de,111 of 1he chapel. The suppon has 
allowed for seven schol:1rships. 
1wo of which are for curren1 
f-loward Univers ity students. It 
includes arrangements for alumni. 
facuhy. and Islamic activis1s as 
well. 
The annual evcn1 a1trnc1s 
Muslims from all over the world to 
1hc holy Islamic ci1y of Mecca. 
Muslims face the direction of the 
Mecca daily in prayer. 
While there. pilgrims mus1 
perfom1 1he f-lajj rituals humbly 
and wi1hou1 hos1ility. This is no 
,mall fe.u. considering the hea1 
and crowded s ites. said Yusuf 
Johnson, a senior m.:chanical 
engineering major :11 Catholic 
Univcn,i1y and a panicipalll in the 
program. 
"The f-lajj is the only obligatory 
worship that incorpora1es 
fundamemal lessons from all 1he 
five pillars of Islam." Johnson said. 
"II takes patience. physical 
exenion. controlling desires. 
,,riving wi1h money and :1 Mrong 
belief. I think it will probably be 
tough." 
cause:· she said. 
Bui even as Boggs and 01her Fine 
Am, ,iudenL~ gear up for tonight, 
there is a general feeling among 
,tudcnts and administraion, 1ha1 the 
merger will go 1hrough regardless. 
Shawn Jones, current undergrad-
uate 1ru,1ce, said a '"division of the 
question" will be called in an 
upcoming board meeling. which 
will pul the merger up for vote 
again the entire Board. 
Many students. however said they 
should be concerned with the 
imegril} of the fine ans programs. 
"I don '1 think i1s nn issue of stop-
pmg the merger. The main concern 
is how the merger wi ll take place 
and ensure 1he programmatic 
changes will bencfi1 fine ans stu-
dems:· 
The College of Fine Ans is sel 10 
merge with the College of Ans and 
Sciences in Augus1. 
for comment. 
Howard University is conducting 
a separme invesiig,uion of the inci-
dent. according to Vincen1 Johns. 
dean of special student services. 
·"We are inve>1iga1ing and review-
ing 1he maner and if warran1ed. the 
Universi1y will 1akc whatever 
action it can:· Johns said . 
er,. 
"I ·m very pleased with it [the ser-
vice];· said Beatrice Hudnall. Con-
nor.;· grand11101her . 
Throughout the ordeal, Connor's 
s1rcng1h, resolve and faith have 
been a conMant sense of relief 10 his 
family. 
··t know he ·s going 10 be all right," 
Lonon said. ''He's so strong, he 
keeps me going:· 
f-lis mother. Elscia Connors. also 
shares Loflon 's op1imism. 
"II ·s really been great. A lot of 
~ople have come," she said. ·•Wi1h 
the help of1hc Lord, he'll be back." 
The Bison foo1ball media guide 
describes Connors as "one of the 
most talcnied players on 1he 1eam." 
Las1 year as a defensive buck and 
specia l 1eams player. Connors had 
16 tackles, IO of them solos and 6 
assisted. He forced a fumble. recov-
ered a fumble. broke up 2 passes, 
and also caught an intercep1ion. 
His rirst 1wo years Connors 
played quanerback for 1he team. In 
1994 he 1hrew for six 1ouchdown 
passe~. In l 995. he split lime 
between quanerback and defensive 
back. complc1ing 13 of 31 passes 
for 124 yards and 3 i n1ercep1 ions. 
He also ran for 62 yards and a 
1ouchdown and recorded 6 tackles. 
Connors wants no one 10 take p i1y 
on his current ordeal. 
"God docs everything for a reason.'' 
he said. ''Maybe ii 's a tcs l or some-
thing I ju~t have 10 get through.'' 
Loflon said 1101 10 cou111 Connors 
OUI. 
"Ile 's not 1he 1ype 10 lay down." 
she said. "I-le 's going to be back 
before anyone knows ii. f-le's hard 
working and de1ennined.'" 
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HU pharmacy professor 
wins radio-show grant 
By Erika Wortham 
f-lilhop Staff Wri1er 
Dr. Edward C. Oparaoji. cost 
coordinalor of phar111aceu1ical 
1herapy and Assistant Professor a1 
f-loward's College of Pharmacy and 
Pharmaceutical Sciences has 
r.:ceivcd a $30.000 grant from 
SmithKline Beecham Company 10 
host and coordinate a radio 
program on phannacy issues. 
"Ask 1he Pharmacy Doctor," 1he 
new radio show on WRC 930 AM, 
is expeclcd to aid and infom1 the 
community on issues or concern in 
1he phannaceu1icnl indus1ry. 
"Everybody is 1alking abou1 
rnedica1ion. The only people who 
arc not talking about medication 
arc 1he people who shoul d," 
Oparaoji said. His idea 10 sian the 
show developed from 1he lack of 
c.xpen advice on talk shows 
concerning issues in phannacy. 
"The phannacy profession has to 
1ake responsibility for themselves. 
So I looked for an avenue 10 gel 
fac1s expressed and also present 10 
the public 1he real fac1s abou1 
medica1ion," Oparaoji ;aid. 
Theobjec1ivcs of1he program are 
10 increase consumers' knowledge 
about prescrip1 io11 and non-
prescription medications. decrease 
morbidity and monali1y associated 
with inappropriate medica1ion use. 
and decrease 1he high cos1 -- $76 
billion per year-- associmed with 
drug-related problems. 
Oparaoji said he wants 1hc show 
10 advise the public on medication 
use outside of 1he hospital selling. 
The show. which has been on 1he 
a ir ,ince March 16, con.isls of 
three pans: di scussion. call- in 
questions and commeniaric~. Some 
e.xpens who have been invited 10 
the show include Dr. John Gans, 
vice presidem of the A merican 
Phannaceu1ical Association; Ray 
Bullam. executive direc1or of 1he 
Na1ional Council on Pa1ien1 
Information and Education; and 
professors Ken t Scott and 
Mohammad f-labib. both of lhe 
College of Phan11acy. 
The program is funded unt il 
August of this year and its 
co111inua1ion after tha1 1ime is 
dependent upon public response. 
Oparaoji said it is i111ponnn1 1hat 
every Howard student lis1en and 
wri1e 10 1he program and 1ha1 the 
community voice ils opinions and 
suggest ions for 1he program. 
"The current response has been 
positive. Our overall goa l is 10 
become na1ionally syndica1ed and 
1ha1 depends on how well ii is 
received locally. That is why we 
need the suppori of everyone. 
especially 1he s1udents," Oparaoji 
said. 
Oparaoji also said 1here a.re 1wo 
components 1hat give him the 
energy to be the bcsl he can: 1he 
exposure of Howard's pham,acy 
program and 1he resources Howard 
has to offer. 
"'Ask 1he Phannacy Doc1or' is 1he 
first pharmacy ta lk-radio show 
ever," Oparaoji said. "It is a 
1cs1arnen1 10 1he foci 1hat we 
I Howard! have a quality facuhy 
a nd a qua lity program. The 
program wi II also be used 10 lei 1he 
public know that Howard is a great 
insti1u1ion and also 10 make 1he 
s1uden1s proud of the ins1i1ution 
and give their bcs1 10 the 
ins1i1u1ion." 
"Ask 1he Phannacy Doctor" air.; 
al 4:00 p.m. every Sunday on WRC 
930AM. 
Future of Towers' cable TV murky 
By Rochell Bishop 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Shawn Harvey be lieves she's 
being lead astray. 
Like many other residenls in the 
Howard Plaza Towers. 1he Howard 
University Studen1 Association 
vice preside111-elec1 moved in10 the 
housing complex with lhe under-
,1nnding that cable TV was on its 
way. 
But us 1hc c lose of the 1996-97 
school year draws near. the likeli-
hood of the Towers gelling cable is 
again sci back. according 10 uni-
versity officials. 
"Everybody pays a lot of money 
for housing. I don ·1 sec why 1he 
clonnilories couldn '1 have any1hing 
an apartment would have, espe-
cially the Towers."' Harvey said. 
Since the Towers opened in 1990. 
brochures for 1he apanment-s1yle 
upperclassmen housing has adver-
tised fu1urecable service for incom-
ing residents. 
Bui while cable COAX wire jacks 
have sat idle in the Towers walls 1he 
las1 seven years. service is sii ll not 
available. 
Whe1her Towers rcsiden1s will 
ac1ually get this luxury is murky. 
Larry Frelow, property manager 
of 1hc Towers. said 1he exorbitant 
costs of actually anaching the f?uild-
ings 10 an already exi,1ing cable and 
a change in adminis1rn1ions a, DC 
Cable has hampered 1hc process. 
Ye t Frelow remains optimistic. 
"Cable or sa1elli1e TV could be 
insialled as early a.~ August this 
year." Frelow said. 
DC Cable was not available for 
comment. 
Willian, V. Keene, dean of Resi-
dence Life. said cable is in 
Howard's fu1ure. bu1 may not be 
available un1il the 1998-99 school 
year. or the following year. 
While Keene said pan of the prob-
lem has been with DC Cable. he 
sa id the primary reason for 1he 
delay is thal the policy decision for 
cable has 1101 been made by Howard 
University's adminis1ra1ion. 
"Frelow is speaking from a 1ech-
nical poin1 of view:· Keene said, 
adding 1ha1 he couldn"1 promise 
cable could be insrnlled as early as 
A ugust. 
For 1he monthly fee of approxi-
mately $ 11. residents wi ll be able 
10 surf more than 60 c hannels for 
1hc bcs1 mov ies. sports, news and 
music if 1he optional service is 
installed in August. 
"'The monthly fee will ROI be 
charged 10 1he housing fee; a sepa-
rate monthly s1a1ement will be sen1 
from DC Cable," Frelow said. 
Bui students are still upsel abou1 
the delays. 
"Tuition has steadily been 
increasing. bu1 the thi ngs the 
ad111inis1ra1ion has promised has 
not: 1hem advertising future cable 
and not following through is 
ridiculous."' said Erika McConduit, 
a sophomore TV produc1io n 
major. 
McCondui1 said reception in the 
West Towers. where she lives. is 
poor and would be improved by 
cable. 
Bui wha1 about Tubman Quad-
rangle. Be1hunc Annex and 1he res1 
of I toward University donni1ories? 
Wi1h the exception of cable offered 
10 :, majority of 1he residents in 
Meridian Hall, all 01herdonni1ories 
have been cable free. Servicing 
o ther dormitories with cable is 
"underconsideru1io11:· Kee ne said. 
''Presen1ly. 1here is no definite 
plan." 
Bui wh ile cable might find its 
w:iy onto the TV screens of 1he 
almost 1,200 Towers residents, 
Keene said the proposal for cable is 
li111i1ed to the Towers. 
Currenlly. there are five te levi-
s ion channels available in the Tow-
ers and on campus. 
Take The Ea1syWay 
· Out Of College. 
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10% Off Boxes & Supplies 
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Because today is 
. . 
Whppin' Bead• ~ Fatima presents ..... 
tu ent pec1a 
Relaxer/Retouch S35 
lncludln& 
Shampoo, Wrap & Cwt or 
Shampoo, Blowdry & Cwl 
Shom(>oo,Wrop & Curl..... 25.00 
Hor rm. ....... - ................ 10.00 
Hor Color ......... :. ___ ......... I0.00 
Horcuts #Jien) .... ,:.. ......... Q.oo+ 
WeaYes/Braids,., __ .......... . 
&old lwnowl Servla ... .P,lces d IGfJ 
Pedcure & Manicure..... 25.00 
mystery meat da)I. 0.- - .J, .;; I.,. 6 J •• , ,.~ ...i. fo~ lfOV1" (""""•.-.ct w . .... 11,. 1..,1-t ..... ,.t, ,...I.ct. . N.,..,, &. P,."I Mot.cl.II w. -.,t ATM • .J .. a ......,. .....I.+. """" 
(o~n1ent loc.t,on o ~ ...ott f,.om 
~ u .... ..,t.t 
It's everywhere 
you -want to be: 
• 
2632 Georgia Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 
(202) 986-3767 
Ii Bea4. bJ-
ma 
Braids • Cornrows 
lhdividuats aka Single Box Braids 
Sculptured • Twists 
Corkscrew Knots 
~ . \Ohmen & Chldren 
Natural Hor with utem/on 
Natural Hor Only /0" Ol.:O<Jnt for Students 
0.- --l . .. nJ l.t. 7 J..,, ,., ...i. 
f.,.,. tfO'l,lf" co~~ 
w. - ti,. 1.,1, .. t ..... ,,t., •-'""' 
'W• •cooot ATM -' .. R _. ...J, ....., 
e,.,_,, ... i....-t.on ...,..... r ...... 
~ • .., u .... .....t.,; 
2632 Georgia Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 
(202) 986-3767 
PGH 
presents 
1st ANNUAL HOWARD UN IVERS TY 
SENIOR CABARET 
HONORING THE'CLASS OF 1997 
Saturday, April 26, 1997 
$ 30 
Singles 
9pm - 2am 
At The 
G r~D 9str~¥itt 
(Independence Ballroom) 
Music by DJ TRINI 
Free Buffet * Cash Bar * Photos 
Semi-Formal 
Attire Required 
For Ticket Information, Cal · 
$ 50 
Couples 
1 f Business (Student Council) 202.806.1516 
on 2 635.0256 Jim 1.888 931 2377 
I 202.232.9872 • Terry 202.889 1522 .....,;..,..,. __ _ 
-
Special Thanks - JT., Misty, School of Business S.C., Arts & Sciences S 
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Cab drivers protest Barry's changes 
By Lolly Bowean 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
llinutcs before D.C. 
~yor Marion Ban-y was 
)eduled to deliver his 
97 State of the District 
~ss. more than 40 city 
drivers gathered in front 
'jie Lincoln TI1ea1cr on U 
ieet 10 protest Barry's 
• policy for cabs. · 
t}' shouted, "Recall the 
a)or" and wore signs 
that said the Mayor's new 
policy, which will require 
cab drivers to be retested 
for new licenses and e ither 
make repairs to dilapidat-
ed tax i cars or purchase 
new o nes, was unfai r. 
" 'vVe arc experienced dri-
vers and we don't want to 
be re tested," cab d river 
Gannaj Zerihun. 41, said . 
"We refuse w hat the 
mayor is doing ... .I make 
my living driv ing, I 
already have a license, my 
job is alread y di ffi cu It 
without this to make it 
worse." 
" We have famili es to feed 
and take care of," said cab 
driver Dalhi Okmad said. 
" Many of us can 't earn a 
living for these changes he 
wants, and we shouldn't 
have to change our cabs." 
A lthough several of the 
drivers said the new poli-
cy was unfair, many local 
residents said they are 
pleased that Barry has 
finally tackled the prob-
lem of bad cabs in the Dis-
trict. 
"This stupid protest is a 
bunch of garbage," said 
D.C. reside nt Debbie 
Johnson, 38. "A Black per-
son can't even get a cab in 
this city. When they [the 
cab drive rs] decide to 
straighten out their orga-
nization and be fair to all 
of us in this city, then they 
can come out here and say 
what is unfair." 
"These guys can' t even 
talk Eng lish ," Roxanne 
Bonnette, 40, added. 
"They want us to respect 
and give them work, but 
they don 't do that for us. 
On many occasions I have 
been unable to get a cab to 
even stop and pick me up 
even if I wave the money 
in my hand. 
"Mayor Barry is right to 
make them straighten up 
- they need to." 
Barry responded to the 
protesting cab driver's in 
his address, saying, "They 
want to keep the same old, 
raggedy taxis, but we 
deserve a first-class taxi 
system in this town." 
"I don 't care how much 
they p icket," he added. 
"We are going to get a 
first-class taxi system." 
;tudents join residents to mend relationship 
~etween the university, community 
By Steven Gray and Lolly 
Bowean 
Hilltop Staff Wnters 
Jing a wave of political 
,m man attempt 10 .. ,oothe .. 
r.,end .. oftcn11mc, ,tr,11ncd 
,on,hip, between local 
miuc, and the con11nuni1ie, 
•J them. four college 
,111, -.ere c,uapuhcd last foll 
.bite office. ,c111ng a Di,mc1 
:tJc111 a, the fir~t college 
~h to campaign for and win 
on the ANC district\ ne,1r 
,chools. 
.1C11 Rebecca Sindcrbrand and 
~Fogany armed a1 Judicinry 
'!? last fall regiMering lo vie for 
a1 on the Di,1ric1', Advisory 
,'iborhood Comm1,sio11. they 
1h3.1 a rock). uphill battle wa, 
g for them right around the 
;a. 
1'ttl. ,. the two Georgetown 
mil) \ludents contemplated 
,bether 10 inject their voice, 
:llccommi"ion. "hich nets a, 
:J\\•r00I\ liai,on between 
'IIUOil) residents and larger 
government agencies. 
"We decided 1ha1 we·d run and 
get the is,ucs facing s1ude111s out 
there.'' ,aid 20-year old 
Sindcrbr:111d, who faced stiff 
opposition from Georgetown 
residents who boldly nncrnptcd 10 
block her candidacy ... We I.new 
that we wouldn·1 win. but we knew 
that the people who were running 
for the commission had 10 listen to 
u,:· 
The ,ucccss of the campaign;. 
1gni1ed a rage of controversy :1111ong 
area residents. many of whom 
questioned whether or 1101 college 
,1udcn1, should register 10 vote in 
the District, much less run for 
public office. 
But other ci1i1ens. like Foggy 
Bollom resident Don Tobey, said 
local college students have every 
right 10 register to vote in the 
District - and run for office 
too 
.. Of cour,.c they should be allo"ed 
to vo1e:· said Tobey. a retired senior 
citizen who moved 10 Foggy 
Bottom eight years ago from New 
York and enrolled in several classes 
m neighboring George Washington 
University throughout the year. 
"After all. they live here. 
'Tm frequently going 10 bat for 
students. The onl)• thing people 
ever hear about is how much the 
community is against the students. 
But that's not the case - it's a 
vocal minority who ·s voicing their 
opinions and not all of us feel 1ha1 
way. r·m a part of the silen t 
minority:· 
Filled with fruMration from anti-
university and , 1udent sentiment, 
George Washington University 
student Sarah Goodyear. 20. 
launched a last-minute write-in 
campaign to run for an ANC s~I. 
Goodyear said she grew tired of 
complaints from Foggy Bottom 
residents who charged that GW 
students "were noisy:· " threw 
trash .. in front of their doorsteps and 
.. had sex in public places." 
.. These people were so anti-GW 
that l fell like we needed a student 
voice on the A Ne:· Goodyear said. 
Goodyear lost the elec tion to 
incumbent Dorothy Miller. a long-
time community activist. 
In recent years. many Foggy 
B011om res idents have revolted 
against University plans 10 expand 
and build new dormitories. 
charging that the school ·s 
administration is attempting 10 
"take over and invade" the ir 
neighborhood. 
"h's a typ ica l town-gown 
relationshi p." said Foggy Bonom 
Association President Ellie Becker. 
who has lived in the neighborhood 
for40 years ... They want 1ocxpand, 
and we want 10 keep our 
neighborhood. People bend. but 
they don '1 bend very often. And 
anyone who "s as big a, they arc 
doesn't have 10 bend." · 
Kuyomars "Q" Golparvar, GW's 
S1udcn1 Association vice president 
of community affairs created a 
booklet for students living off-
campus because •·many of them 
didn ·1 know the rules:· he said." I ·ct 
go and talk 10 students about the 
loud noise compl,tints. and since we 
started, the complaints have 
decreased: · 
Last year, Oolparvar and several 
other GW students initia ted a 
.. Clean Up Foggy Bonom Day:· 
when smdents go door-10-door 10 
spruce up the neighborhood. 
·11,ey were very good. and it says 
·1his is what 1hey·re actually 
doing:·· Tobey said. "h countered 
some of the bad publicity that 
comes up.'' 
Roughl y fou r months after 
c linching ANC seats. Howard 
University students Jonathan Hullo 
and Nik Eames are hastily making 
plans to bridge the gap between 
the University and the surrounding 
community. 
Citing efforts 10 initiate a trash 
pick-up and community policing 
programs in nearby 
neighborhoods. Hutto and Eames 
said they are regularly meeting with 
residents 10 open a forum for them 
10 ventilate their concerns. 
Responding 10 charges from 
neighborhood residen ts that 
Howard students often snub and 
tum their backs on them. Huno 
said the university is doing al l that 
it can to ·•reach out .. and .. give 
back'. 10 the community. 
" I don't think Howard will ever 
shut itself from the community:• 
said Hutto, 20. ·'President Swygen 
has held town meetings 10 talk with 
the community and to gel residents 
involved:· 
Howard launched a community 
affairs office last year. which will 
act as a direct liaison between the 
university and the community. said 
Jacob Oniz, assistant for external 
affairs. 
..We keep our eyes and ears open 
and try 10 bui ld relationships and 
correct what hasn '1 been going right 
with those relationships." Ort iz 
said. 
Georgetown University student 
and ANC Commissioner James 
Fogany, 20, said within 1wo weeks 
after the District governmem 
stopped providing curbside 
recycling service, a team of 
students pitched in 10 pick up the 
slack. 
·•1r we can clean up our 
neighborhoods. we can work on 
other issues too," Fogarty said. 
"Residents responded 10 us very 
well ... h was really their initiatives. 
because they started doing it 
themselves. 
"You can only improve your 
situation if you get involved. If 
you 're worried about safety, get 
involved. If you·rc worried about 
trash col lec1ion, get involved. 
II 's going 10 take time. but if we 
all pitch in. we can make th is 
ci ty the premier c ity in the 
world:· 
from wraps to relaxers, Wrappin' Heads by Fatima becomes student's hair 'haven' 
B> Nekeidrn Mas on 
Hilltop Slaff Writrr 
m entering the peach and sea-
green salon, you arc greeted 
irrccep1ionist at the de,I.. After 
ig her whom you have an 
n1ment with. she takes your 
and you are se.11ed in the 
11g room. 
iou wnu for your ,1ylb1. you 
an1icipa1ion because you're 
I 11, to get ) our hair done. Upon 
leaving you make another 
nppointment. satisfied with your 
hair and adding another client to the 
hair salon. 
This is the regu lar busine,s cycle 
for Wrappin • Heads by Fatima. a 
hair salon located at 2632 Georgia 
Ave. 1ha1 opened last October in the 
Shaw-Howard community. 
Located across the street from 
Signet Bank. Wrappin· Heads 
clientele consist mainly of 
Howard ,1uden1, and some area 
residents. 
Several students depe nd on 
Wr:ippin · Heads for the beallly aids 
1ha1 entail "lookin' good:' making 
ii a popular salon in the a.rca. 
Owner and ha ir stylist Fatima 
Randall said she has always wanted 
her own business because of the 
type of person she is. 
"l 've leamed throughout the years 
as a hair stylist that 1 'm bener off 
on my own and having my own 
instead of working under people;· 
rranklyn's Coffeehouse serves more 
lhan a cup of coffee 
By Kenyatta Harper 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
'~e December of last year. 
tj}n\ Coffeehouse ha, been a 
111e latc-n igh1 hot spot among 
residents in ~earch of ,l good 
of colTee or tea. 
!'t:urally locn1ed at 18th :111d U 
,Fr:mUyn ·s attnocis a diver.-e 
,d of coffee and 1ea dri nl-er.-. 
diversity i, something the 
of Fr:inl.lyn·s have ,irived 
;n,motc since ib opening. 
~~don ·11olera1c tliscriminmion 
~g our customers or 
yee,: divel'iity is the key to 
business." said Ed Moore. co-
r. 
~oore describes Franl- lyn ·s a, 
than ju,1 n coffeehouse. 
·e serve a full range of teas, 
wiches und dessen,." Moore 
,aid. 
The sandwiches range from 
traditional turkey 10 vegetarian. 
Franklyn·s also has a diverse 
dcssen menu for a moderate-size 
coffeehouse - the dcssens r:ingc 
from a few di ffcrcn1 types of 
cheesecakes 10 black forest cake. 
Beside, serving up coffee and tea. 
Franklyn·, is directly involved in 
numerous community projects. 
Every month Franklyn's sponsors 
a fund-raiser for a local chari ty. 
The events are very popular among 
the cu,tomers. 
Moore ,aid by sponsoring fund-
raisers and other communi ty 
projects. Franklyn ·s achieves the 
go:11 of becoming more personal 
than the chain coffeehouses. 
"We have no inten tion of 
becoming a chain; we like what 
wc·re doing:· Moore said. 
The tea selection is qu ite 
extensive, but the Kenyan tea is the 
best bet for seasoned tea drinkers. 
The tea is served by the pot. not by 
the cup. which gives a more home-
like feeling while dri nki ng tea. 
For coffee dri nkers, Franklyn ·s 
offers the usual range of mochas 
and espresso, but for most coffee 
drinkers, the house blend will do 
just fine. 
Fr:inklyn ·s is also one of the few 
places that serve Chai. Chai is an 
Indian-style tea blended with 
several spices along with a mixtu re 
of honey milk. The combination is 
sure 10 get ordinary coffee drinkers 
hooked. 
On weekends Franklyn's is 
opened until midnight . ma~ing it a 
great place to take a toad off after 
a long week. The prices for most of 
the drinks arc reasonable, ah hough 
the sandwich prices are a linle high. 
Still yourhean will be content with 
plenty of tea and a dessert for 
around $5. 
The Hilltop congratulates the 
Class of 1997!!! Work hard and 
continue to make HU proud!!!! 
Randall said. 
Randall said she is primarily a 
s1ylis1 with li11le business 
background, bu t is cu rrentl y 
work ing with a consultant on how 
10 run her business. 
·' I'm fi nding that you have to hire 
people 10 do the business pan of 
your business because with mysel f 
being a hairstylist. I'm primari ly 
doing hair from my cl iente le.'· 
Randall said. 
Sophomore Stacy-Ann Spence 
said that she regularly gets her hair 
done at Wrappin' Heads bccau.c of 
the convenient location. 
"1t·s in a good location for me 
because I don ·1 like 10 travel 100 far 
outside of the Howard community ... 
Spence said. 
Wrapp in · Heads also offers 
studen t discou nts and specials 
that accommodate a studen t ·s 
budget. 
" I like the fac t 1ha1 ,he 
acknowledges that rcr main cl ients 
Peoples Congregational 
United Church of Christ 
4 704 13th Street, NW * (202) 829-5511 
Join Us for an Exciting 
New Experience in Worship! 
Saturday Night Community Worship Service 
Begins April 5, /997 at 6:00 p.m. 
Casual Attire - Contemporary Chrlsdan Music 
Relaxing Evenings with l11spirational 
\ 
"Words to Live By" 
Jazz Vespers Service 
Saturday, April 12, 1997 
6:00p.m. 
are students, allowing us to pay a 
lower price:· Spence said. 
Joyce Grier. a reception ist at 
Wrappin · Heads, said the salon has 
a steady now of clients because or 
the student discounts offered and 
referrals 10 1he salon. 
"We have students 1ha1 come once 
and twice a week. and we also get 
severa l new girls who come 
because they saw someone with 
their hair done by a stylist here." 
Grier said. 
A. Knighton Stanley, 
Senior Minister 
"After a Week Like Yours, You Need a Church Like Ours!" 
•~ Church for ALL of God's People" 
• 
-
• 
• 
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Study finds grouring 
conservatisin in Blacks 
Beware future alumni: StudeQ 
loan payments do not disapp~ 
High loan-default rate could 
Experts debate growth, cha_r~e that jeopardize school loan programs 
Black Renublicans are political pawns By Uobb) While consid~ringthccon,equencesofit ll_nmm_onds. ~irett11 
r Hilltop Srnff Writer not bemg extended by Congress. Fmanc1ul Scrv1ccsa1t 
"Why ,hould we let these ,chool, payment~ are geared,:,, By Steven Gray 
Local Editor 
we 'II see the fru its of our labor." University of Maryland-College 
Park professor Ron Walters. " I 
can ·1 d isagree with calls for 
mora lity and individual 
responsibility. My problem with 
Black Republicans is that they 
subs titute a kind of rugged 
indi,•iduali\ln when most people 
work out of social networks." 
As the pulse of American politics 
becomes increasingly conservative. 
so 100 are African Americans -
especially those born after the civil 
rights era, a study finds. 
According 10 a recent Joint 
Center for Economic Studies 
repon, roughly one-third of Blacks 
now identify themselves as 
conservative. while another third 
identify themselves as independent. 
Roughly 13.8 percent of Black 
voters polled said they identify 
with the Republican pany. the 
study said 
With retired Gen. Colin Powell 
and Rep. J.C. Wa11s. R-Okla .. 
climbing the ladder of the GOP's 
hierarchy. the words "Black" and 
"Republican," which once mixed 
like oil and wnter, are easier for 
some Blacks to embrace. 
In fact. young Black Republicans 
arc organizing- forrning political 
coalitions in record numbers across 
the country; their sole mission is 10 
e lect more Black Republicans to 
public office. 
With hopes to increase the 
number or Black conservative 
officials. former presidential 
candidate Alan Keyes, the first 
Black Republican presidential 
candidate, launched Black 
America's Political Action 
Comminee in 1993. 
The group's chairman, Alvin 
Wi ll iams, a selr-de~cribed Lee 
Anwater protege. said the group 
raised at leaM $950,000 in 1995 for 
Repub lican or conservative 
Democrat Black candidates. 
The group was created, Williams 
said. because Black conservative 
candidates received lin le, if any, 
financial support from the 
Republican National Comminee. 
1\venty-seven Black Republicans 
ran for Congress in 1996, nearly 
double the number \\ ho ran in 
1992. 
"We lind candidates mostly 
through word of mouth. We 're 
developing and linding candidates 
that most people usually don't 
suppon," Williams ,aid. " If our 
people lose, we encourage them to 
nm again. llopcfully. in IO years. 
Howard University sophomore 
Jennifer Brown, 20. said she was 
born a "dye in the wool" 
Republican. 
"Beller yet. I've been a 
Repub lican since I could say 
'Republican,'" Brown said. "It's 
scary for most people, because 10 
them, Blacks are always 
Democmts. But I don't walk around 
wearing a 'B lack Republican' or a 
'Black conservative' sign on my 
head. and by no means am I a closet 
Republican. 
"If someone were to stop me and 
,ay. 'It ·s no t like you 're a 
Republican.' I wou ld stop and say. 
'Actual!}, I am,"' Brown said. 
When Phi ladelphia native Steve 
Tolbert. 19. announced to a 
predominately Black audience 
attending an Ebonics forum that he 
was president of American 
University's College Republicans 
chapter, he drew sharp criticism. 
paniculnrly from one woman, who 
told him .... I agree with what you 
said, except for the Republican 
bit. ... Tolben recalled. 
"I felt like that's what we usually 
get,"Tolben said. "I don't need her 
to like my political beliefs." 
More than 76 percent of African 
Americans polled said they were in 
favor or a constitutional 
amendment allowing prayer in 
school. according to the Jo int 
Center Mudy. 
And another 49 percent agreed 
that single mothers on welfare who 
have additional children while still 
on welfare should receive no 
additional benelils. suggesting that 
African Americans are "fiscal 
conservatives with a social 
conscience." as Powell described 
him~elf in his 1995 book, ''My 
American Journey." 
"TI1c young Black boys growing 
up without fathers. that has a lot to 
do with our welfare policies." said 
Roben George. 34, a Black speech 
writer for House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich. "It tells young women 
that a check is a subs1i1111e for a 
husband whose going to take care 
of the children." 
"We have conservative values. 
bu t II doc,n ·1 trnnslate into 
conservative political values," said 
ln terms of attractmg Black 
voters. the GOP has yet to score 
any huge wins in recent years. 
Forrner president George Bush 
snagged 11 percent of the Black 
vote in 1992. compared 10 I 0 
percent in 1988. 
''There is a loosening of ties in the 
Democratic Pany. but we don't see 
a sub>tantiaJ difference in Blacks 
voting for Republicans, not except 
in pockets.'' said Curtis Gans. 
director of the Commiuee for the 
Study of the American Electorate. 
Gans said many Blacks are 
"sining out" of the political process 
or "waiting for something that 
speaks 10 them to pop up." 
Not all African Americas are 
confident that there is a tangible 
place for Blacks in the Grand Old 
Party. 
Some. like Walters. charged that 
Black Republicans are mere 
political pawns who have lost their 
connection 10 the Black 
community. 
"Blacl. con,ervau,es are more 
consistent with what White 
conservatives arc too afraid and 
won't say. so Blacks become 
useful," Walters said. "It's 
interesting that people will call into 
talk shows and know the names or 
Black conservatives who rebut the 
ideas of Black liberals. That"s the 
sole function of Black 
consen·atives. because they don ·1 
ha,e an} function in the Black 
community" 
"I can't mal.e people agree with 
me. and I could care less ir one 
Black person never changes to the 
Republican pany." said Wans. the 
only Blacl. Republican m 
Congress. "All I want them to do is 
mal.e both political parties 
accountable. Blacks have done that 
with the GOP. bu1 they haven't 
done a good job or holding the 
Democratic pany accountable for 
their action,." 
Anti-Defamation League blasts 
America Online for allowing 
KKK site on the Internet 
By Aprill Turner 
Hilltop Sta1T Writer 
The Anti-Defamation League last 
week blasted America Online. 
which operates the n:11ion's largest 
commercial network. for allowing 
the Ku Klux Klan 10 sponsor an 
Internet si te. 
The site. called "Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan," was created by 
Michael Dougla, Lowe, 48. a 
carpenter m Waco. Texas. He has 
been a Klan member since 1986. 
The site features a hooded rider 
holding a burning cross and calls 
on viewers to "JOINTME KLAN" 
and "SAVE OUR LAND." 
The web site calls for eMabli,hing 
"a White Christian Order upon 
Eanh." and denounces "the lies or 
the race mixers and mongreli,ers" 
who favor racial integrat ion. 
Abraham H. Foxman. national 
d irector of 1hc ADL. asked 
America Online to close the site. 
Foxman said the on-line service 
should prohibit racist messages. 
But Lowe says the web site is not 
racist. 
"We feel like we do have a 
responsibi lity to the public, and 
they arc geuing a service," Lowe 
"On our web site, we're not anti-Semitic, 
anti-Negro, or anti-Catholic." 
-- Michael Lowe, creator of KKK site 
told the Boston Globe. "On our 
web site, we're not a111i-Semitic, 
anti-Negro. or anti-Catholic." 
Wendy Goldberg. a 
spokeswoman for America Online, 
said that the company previously 
closed a Klan-related site that 
co111ained material her company 
considered to be "provocative." 
The site Foxman is criticiLing '"is 
only historical in character." she 
·said. 
Roderick Thomas. a first-year 
engineering major from South 
Carolina and a frequent America 
Online user, does not agree with 
America On line's decision 10 allow 
the site 10 be on the Internet. 
"All customers that use America 
Online or that have web sites on 
America Online arc authorized to 
agree with ' terrns of service' before 
they can use any AOL programs," 
Thomas said. "The 'terms of 
service' is to make sure that AOL 
rules are abided by and 1ha1 no 
hate-related messages are 10 be 
given over the Internet. The KK K 
is delinitel y a hate group sending 
out hme-relnted messages." 
Ste,e Freeman. director of legal 
affair, for the AOL. said the 
organi,ation is not advocating 
censoring the Internet. The group 
is upM!I because of the perception 
that the KKK material i, acceptable 
under America Online rules. 
"II constitutes a statement that 
they don't think theM! views arc 
o1Tensive under their standards and 
that sends a message," said 
Freeman, who said the ADL does 
not intend to take legal action. 
Freshman Nia Butler. a lso a 
frequent America Online user, said 
she believes thnt the lnteme1 is a 
relat ively new idea and should be 
monitored very carefully. 
"The Klan site. 10 me. is tbe same 
as all this controversy surrounding 
pornography on 1he Internet ," 
Butler said. "The Internet needs 
more surveillance to protect the 
small children who view these 
things and are very 
impressionable." 
The Hilltop wishes everyone 
good luck on their final exams. 
. . 
Lmonya Smith walked down the 
graduation aisle with confidence. 
She received her communications 
degree from the "Mecca" and had 
a job making $25,000 dollars per 
year writing spceche, for a 
Congressman. 
But eight month, later, the 
Howard University alumna's 
optimism changed when she 
received her lirst bill for her,tudent 
loan. 
Smith owed $30,000 in loan,. so 
she was required to pay a Iinle 
under $500 per month. 
" I was in shock." Smith said. "My 
first reaction w,ts, 'what am I going 
10 do? Where do they think I'm 
going 10 get this mone} from?'" 
So Smith chose to ignore the bill,. 
This b the scenario for many 
early graduate, who enter the "orl. 
world after college. Many have 
Smith·, reaction and ignore their 
payments. Other-. decide not to pay 
back their loans. which places them 
in default. 
The number of student, at 
Historically Black College, and 
Univer,ities who have defaulted 
on their student loan, 1, nearl) 
triple the rate or non-HBCU,. 
But becau,e Black colleges and 
universities cater 10 poorer ,1udent, 
who are more like!) to default. the} 
are e,empt from a federal la" that 
1errnma1es student loan program~ at 
any school with default rates of 
more than 25 percent in three 
consecutive ye:1rs. Thnt 
exemption. which i;, a pan of the 
Higher Education Act. e;,.pires on 
July 1.1998.andsomee;,.pert,are 
not follow the rules when much you mnl."e Ptqir 
everybody el>e has 10?" said Jay bacl. their loan; :md~ 
Eglin. de,cnbing what could be Hammonds <aid• 
the argument again,t extending the comrol the collect• 
exemption. the school can ~ttp 
Eglin, ;1.,,i,1an1 director of Higher low. 
Education for the General "We have people a; 
Accounting Ollicc, co-authored a eight hours a da} 'Altli 
repon that look~'() closely at default need to pa) bacl It 
rotes at Blad, colleges and the Hammonds ,aid. 
circumstnnces surrounding them. relntionshipsa1dml~ 
Eglin said that there are 22 rates low." 
school~ that could be d,opp.:d if the Tom Newm3Jl. a II: 
e;1.empt1on is not extended. supervisor. cultiit 
But he said that these schools personal rclauonslup. 
could ,1ill get an exemption if they "I try to keep ind 
appeal 10 the Secrciar) of \I.1th forrner stuiko1, 
Education. said "I prell) muchac 
Schools hu1c taken 11U1n) ,tep, to the exit e,am bdort 
keep their detault nne, below 25 a student will end i9 
percent. Many have implemented a One guy told me heln,. 
Default Manage1m:nt Program. Well. I "anted to uio-
wherc entrnnc.: and : .,it interview. tag number and the 
arc conducted to l.ecp the ,tudent parked on." 
informed about hi,, loan and to Smith -.aid Nc,.INtl 
inform the ,tudent about hi-. her trial, and tribul. 
re,pon,ibilitie, concerning the ,tudent loan, 
loan. "Student\ nccJ to, 
Along with entrance and e~it C\'entuall) if )OU •on. 
interview,. school\ arc beginning pa) back )Our lo;in, I: 
10 ,1art Direct Loan program,. yourcrtducouldben,::i:: 
"here the ,chool, them,etve, ,aid. 
would lend out mone) to ;,tudcnt,. If a ,tudent doe\ nolf!I! 
Direct Loan, allow school, to loan. the go\Cmment~ 
adJu,1 loan ;,mount, more quick!) hi- "age, or tu re 
and elhcientl), Borro"'er, aho ulumatel). bench• 
onl) ha,e to deal "-Ith one lender be put out for the 
for nn) questions .ibout their loan reluctant borro11cr 
statu,. "I think there .Jlouldlt. 
"With I loward being a Direct cla,, in linancial mnp 
Loan school. there arc many Sn111h ,aid, "becau-c 1 
payment option,. and it is easier to mistakes student, nul: 
pay back loan~ ... ;aid Diane from ignorance," 
ENGINEERING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
We will be on campus October 1997 interviewing 
fef Summer Interns and Full-time Engineering Candida 
If you are at least a Sophomore with a good academic reccd 
and leadership skills, we'd like to see you in October! 
Register at the · 
Career Placement Center in September. 
AND ... Be sure to visit P&G's booth at the 
October 1 Careers Exploration Day event! 
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\ctivists call upon U.S. government 
~o shut down the Sehool of Americas 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
11__.---------
leltmbers of The Guatemala 
WC13Jl Righi- Commission la,1 
,y u,da) urged the Howard 
:nunil) 10 help it per..uadc 1he 
Is I go,emmem to close the Fort 
Y, .ung. GA.-b."cd School of the 
!s 1111ca., (nicknamed School of 
1&>>im), which it mai111ain, has 
,e ;itJ some of Latin America·, 
o 111(>1 ci1izcn,. 
." 'krommi,sion aho called upon 
ti ,,nl University 10 appeal 10 the 
h l!o1cmment to declassify and 
,i.-t all information related to 
n c.iingh11 abu<,cs in Guatemala 
e ft 1954, when 1hc C IA-
,orcd coup overthrew the 
:1 =nt. 
n 'bt lime h.1, come for the U.S. 
_g re the part it ha, played in 
if i,rmafonnd make rcprimand\lo 
t. people and the citiLen, of 
r. rounuy." ,aid Harold Nehon. 
e "li<ston member and retired 
'& log) profe\\or. 
't hidden reality of School of 
n 1Americas was aho shown 
h • ih an hour-long video 
,<otation titled. "Inside the 
11 Ill! of the Assas,in,." which 
II 1 ,ponson,-d by the Center for 
1, Jt Stud1r, of the Georgetown 
h 1\'11> in W,l',hington. 
_r11deo. <hown nt 1he Ralph J. 
s he International Affairs 
·tr and nurra1cd by Roy a 
d 
Bourgeois, a priest and one of the 
leading activists against the SOA, 
took viewers to sites where SOA 
graduates allegedly commiucd 
their crimes: where they trained 
and where they were interviewed 
acknowledging that they were 
taught how to torture. 
Images from 1he video were 
gruesome. showing massac red 
bodies including those of children. 
victims of rape and brutal torture. 
And, as if in mockery of the dead, 
faces of tht: SOA's besl soldiers. 
who were the alleged killers. were 
,hown displayed on the school's 
gallery of honor, even after their 
alleged participation in the 
atrocities. 
The end of the tape showed 
activists promising 10 commit their 
lives to the closure of SOA. 
·•we cannot ,upport such abuses," 
said Alice Zachmann, founder of 
the commhsion. "We want young 
students 10 know whni lhc U.S. 
government is doing ,ecretly. They 
[studen11 l arc 1he ones that are 
going to feel the effects of this." 
The SOA. establbhed by the 
United States in Panama in 1946. 
was intended tu educate Latin 
America ·s military leaders about 
U.S. democracy. It w:lli moved to its 
present site, Fort Benning, in 1984. 
The school emerged at the end of 
the Vie1nam war 10 kill the spread 
of communism in Latin America. 
O,•cr its 50-year exi,1encc, the 
school has trained almost 60,000 
military officers, many accused of 
human rights abuses. from several 
Latin American countries and the 
Caribbean. 
"We are trying 10 bring out the 
SOA alum ni include the la1c 
Roberto d' Aubisson. leader of the 
' 'death squad"' that opemted out of 
El Salvador's security forces during 
the 1980& and reportedly directed 
the assassination of Archbishop 
Alhajl Kromah was arrested last month for v iolating the Abuja 
accord. 
inforn1ation." Zachmann said. "Our 
primary objectiv.: is 10 close 1hc 
school and keep it closed so 1ha1 
there can be an end to 1hcse 1ypes 
of relationships between our 
government and the government of 
foreign countries:· 
Oscar Romero, and Gen. Manuel 
Antonio Noriega of Panama. now 
serving 40 years in a U.S. prison on 
a drug convic1ion. 
Other gradu:ites include 19 
Salvadoran soldier, linked to the 
1989 assassination of six Jesuit 
priests, fom1er Bolivian dictator 
Hugo Banzer Suarez and Col. Julio 
Robeno Alpirez, who ordered the 
killing of U.S. cit izens Michael 
Devine and Efraim Bamaca. 
The United Na1ions Truth and 
Commission report released March 
15, 1993, cited more than 60 
Salvadoran officers for the worst 
atrocities during El Sa lvador's 
bru1al civi l war. Over two-th irds of 
1hc officers accused were SOA 
alumni. 
Funher, of the 69 military officers 
cited in the U.N. repon on abuses 
in El Sa lvador. 48 were SOA 
alumni. 
More 1han I 00 Colombian 
officer.. charged with violations in 
a 1992 report by human rights 
groups had also attended the SOA. 
In Honduras, several oHicers in the 
secret terror squad "Battalion 3 16" 
also received SOA !raining. 
Progress of the commission's 
effons ha.s been minimal. 
On Sepl. 20. 1996, the Pentagon 
released a fac1 sheet on 1he SOA 
material along with a lis1 of phrases 
from the manuals that were deemed 
"objec1ionable and queMionable·· 
The Guatemala Human Rights 
Commission is on a campaign 10 
1ell every American citizen about 
the SOA. 
"TI1ere are millions of Americans 
that ju11 don ·1 know," Zachmann 
said recognizing thal only three 
people "ere in the audience. "It has 
been kept such a secret." 
For years. human rights ac1ivis1s 
have blamed the SOA for training 
some of lhe most abusive soldier.. 
in the hemisphere, and the recen1 
release of SOA manuals comaining 
what the Pen1agon called 
"improper instructions" did linle 10 
remove such blame. 
The SOA curricu lum currently 
includes 32 courses, including 
military intelligence, psychological 
operations, computer literacy, 
countermen operations and 
"democratic sus1ainment." 
Massachusetts Rep. Joe Kennedy 
has in recent years introduced 
legislation 10 stop funding the SOA. 
The commission maintained that 
the Guatemalan people deserve 10 
know what has happened to their 
loved ones, to bring justice and 
begin 10 heal. 
Members say they will achieve 
their goal. 
" It will take time, but we will 
keep at it, and it will nil happen,'" 
Zachmann said. 
The GHRC/USA founded in 
1982. is a private. non-profit 
org:mization that monitor.. human 
rights in Guatemala and spreads 
information 10 constituencies in the 
United States and abroad. 
The GHRC/USA will hold a vigil 
and lobby action at the steps of the 
Capitol from April 19-29 daily, 
demanding the shutdown of the 
SOA. 
~ rhreat of Duvalier's return to Haiti of no concern to many 
d 
., 
e 
s 
B~ Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
=th 29 marJ..,;d IO )CUf\ ,mce 
iuuan government signed into 
uoon,titution 1ha1 prohibi1ed 
.,ii< of the Duvalier 
TSl11p from participating in 
~~-
. oon will expire this June. 
,ng doors for tho<,c leaders to 
the polilicnl Mage. 
m ,ay the return of the 
1lier era and his Tontons 
,te> (<ccrct police} is very 
l). 
lo not think that anyone is 
l concerned about them 
~ back." said John Koqn, 
,11an1 10 the Haitian 
lador. ·•1 think tho,e people 
<iifally wa;hed out."' 
Duvalier family first took 
" in 1957. when Francois 
.icr, known w, Papa Doc. was 
lied prestdent. 
~ether with his son, Jean-
.or Baby Doc. began an era 
llllplion that lasted 30 years. 
•t'ler. following a rebellion 
llenhrew Jean-Claude and 
·,1111 n.:cing (after emptying 
, treasury) 10 France. 1hc 
,icreracnded in 1986. 
On March 29. 1987. a 
Constituent Assembly approved a 
new constitution denying political 
rights for a decade 10 all those 
guilty of participating in the 
Duvalier regime by 1orturing 
political pri,oncrs or committing 
political a.,sa,sinations. 
The current situation in Haiti is 
remarkably differenl, Ko£yn said . 
The army that had been protecting 
Duvalier'; interests has been 
dismantled. In its place is a new 
police force that i, ··doing a 
fantastic job," Ko£yn said. 
Pointing 10 some bureaucratic 
changes in the country. including 
the creation of regional and local 
assemblies and 1he appoin1ment of 
judges and ju,tices of peace. Koz.yn 
said the groundworJ.. for the 
refornrntion of Haiti ·s legal syMem 
is being laid. 
Haitians now participate in 
selecting their representatives, 
eliminating the old process where 
Duvalier would appoilll his allies. 
Koqn said although changes arc 
slow. things arc moving in the right 
direction. 
Headed by President Rene 
Pre 'vul. Haiti recently initiated an 
agricuhural plan that distributes 
land to the peasantry. 
Since democracy was res1ored in 
1994, 1hcre h:IS not been significant 
economic growth in Haiti. Though 
people are aware that things will 
not change overnight. many have 
lost hope. 
The recent local elections, held 
April 6, may have a11es1cd 10 that 
atmosphere when less than 10 
percent of the population turned 
our 10 vote in Port au Prince, Haiti's 
capital. 
"Some people have lost hope. The 
price of basic food stuff has gone 
up:· KoLyn said. ··People are 
struggling. It ·s sad. but that's the 
case:· 
Despile the poor state of the 
economy and the slow pace of 
progre,s, Kozyn still dismissed 1hc 
idea of a Duvalier comeback. 
"The man will not be able to offer 
anything believable 10 the people." 
Others agree that Duvalier's 
participation in Haiti's politics is 
history. J-loward University junior 
Sandy Dorsainvil said she secs 
nothing 10 suppon his return. 
"He does not have a place in 
Haitian politics anymore." said 
Dorsainvi l, who is also vice 
president of the Haitian Student 
Association. 
Dorsainvil, who visited Haiti last 
iberia r e mains in turmoil as 
ction leaders battle for power 
Bv Amos Slrleaf 
H,lttop Staff Writer 
ji Kromah. head of the Uni1-
Libero1ion Movement for 
racy in Liberia. or the 
10-K. one of the major war-
l1Ctions in Liberia, was arrest-
momh by the West African 
· ecping force in Liberia. The 
Democral. one of the major 
newspapers, reported. 
h was arreMcd following a 
of his house that apparently 
to 1he discovery of bomb,. 
. anti-aircraft missiles and 
r weapons 1ha1 violate the 
11 cease-Ii re accord. 
ULIMO-K faction isoncofthe 
"1ll'ring factions in the <,evcn-
Liberinn genocidal civi l connict. 
romah is one of the faction lead-
•ho make up the six-member 
ii of States that rules the West 
country Liberia. now await-
lrcc and fair e lections in M ay. 
seven consecutive years of 
-imposed connict and abou1 20 
West African Peace Accords 
United Nations resolutions. 
national and in1ernational 
ria and the belief that the 
seven years of killing had substan-
tia lly subsided, if not totally ended. 
Last April, however. fighting in 
Liberia re-emerged. While many 
believe the lighting was sparked by 
the anemptcd arrest of Gen. Roo-
sevelt Johnson, leader of a wing of 
the ULIMO-J faction, the underly-
ing causes still remain unresolved. 
The power struggles among 
ULIMO-K. ULIMO-J. the Charles 
Taylor-led National Patriotic Front 
of Liberia, and the Liberian Peace 
Council. led by George Boley. have 
had a profound cffec1 on the Liber-
ian peace process. creat ing an 
ongoing discord among members 
of the defunct Council of State. 
The large numbers of rebel fighters 
moving to Liheria 's capital, Mon-
rovia. purponedly to protect their 
leaders, was creating a security risk. 
At lhe same time, lhe Tmnsitional 
Council Government seemed deter-
mined to assert itself in ways con-
1rary 10 the Abuja Accord. Report-
edly again~t the advice of some of its 
own members, the Transitional 
Council Government adopted proto-
cols under which it would be called 
"The Government of Liberia." and 
the Council of State would be called 
"Collcctjve Presidency: · 
Kromah and Taylor began refer-
ring 10 their forces as "government 
forces'' as they went into ULIMO-
J territories. with lhe assertion that 
they were helping the Economic 
Communi1y of West Africa S1a1es 
Cease-Fire Mo nitoring Group 
maintain security in those areas. 
The events created fear that some 
warlords and 1he chairman of the 
transitional counci l were Inking 
sides and making decisions comrary 
to Transitional Council Government 
arrangements and 1he process pro-
vided under the Abuja Accords. 
It was in this vola1ile atmosphere 
that on March 23, 1996, following 
a series of confrontalions bet ween 
groups within ULI MO-J, 1he Tr.m-
sitional Government issued a war-
rant for the arrest of Johnson. 
accusing him of murdering two 
men who were found on his prop-
erty. The two victims were la1er 
identified as Taylor's bodyguards. 
Johnson's refusal to succumb to 
the will o f the Tunsi1ional Govern-
ment, supposedly created the April 
6, 1996, renewed civil connict. 
The confl ic t has left many unan-
swered q uestions in the minds of 
Liberians even as the factions con-
tinue 10 battle . 
December. said al1hough people 
ar~ struggling. 1hey exhibi1cd a 
~ense of pride in the ability to 
participate in how the country is 
run. 
;.People are 1101 1ha1 de,pcra1c 10 
the point where they want 10 go 
back 10 a dic1a1orship," Dorsainvil 
said. "A l01 or people feel 1ha1 he 
[Duvalier] is 1he reason for Haiti's 
condition and !here b too much 
animosity 1oward him." Dorsainvil 
added 1ha1 even those who still 
support him do so in private. 
As for his supponcrs posing any 
threat, she ,aid that !here are man} 
more people who are an1i-Duvalier 
than pro-Duvalier. 
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Howard University 
Student · ...... soc.ia~tion 
1997-1998 
Is cuITently interviewing 
for the following positions: 
Executive sistant 
Informations Systems 
Director 
Inter-Collegiate Director 
Public Relations Director 
Pro am Coordinators 
Community Outreach 
DirectoP 
Applications can be picked up in 
the office of Students Activities, 
Rm 117- Blackburn Center. Inter-
views will began on April 24, 1997. · 
Please bring your res11me and/or 
proposals to the interv:iews. 
' 
• 
• 
' . 
• 
' • . 
A10 THE HILLTOP 
EDITORIAi, 
==================== ================~ ' 
Fine arts students Inay 
win or lose, but fight 
niust not end 
Today is judgment day for Fine Ans. The acad• urge lhe Mudcnls not to bank too much on 1omorrow's emic alfnirs comminec board of1ru,1ecs is meet• mcc1ing. S1udcnl', mu,t understand that the real issue ing and a co111ingen1 of fine arts s1ucleni- ha,c ,11 ,ca~e here is an a11:1c~ on the nns and an annck on 
been given the opponunicy 10 prcsenl 1he board w,ch Blue~ cducn1ion. 
1heir proposnl for saving 1he school. n1c do\\nsi1ing al Howard is similar 10 what has 
The merger of Fine Ans wilh Ans amt Science, was occurred at hiscorically Black universi1ies across the 
1he main issue 1ha1 promp1cd 1he Charter Da) pro1cs1 na1ion, Titus. the fine ans fighl canno1 be seen as n sep-
and one of 1he issues 1ha1 led 10 che s1uden111ccupn1ion ara1e incident, divorced from incidents thnt have 
of the "A·• building. TI1e righ1 10 nddrcss 1he commit- occurred acro,s 1hc n.11ion. 
tee was 1he main c?nccsslon 1hn1 Oijr \If\\.: Students must unders1and that 
ended 1he occupai,on. To some • . whether the fine ans con1ingen1 is 
ex1en1 che students gambled 1ha1 if The meet mg of Fine Arts successful or 1101. che fight here at 
they were allowed 10 addres~ the students and the Howard is no1 over. If they are 
comminee. then che necessary acadeinic affairs successful. 1hen we mus1 make 
changes would 1ake place. No\\, • • sure chat au1onomy is never again 
ic's 1ime 10 sec if 1he gamble" ill committee IS not the end. 1hrea1encd by 1he shonsigh1edness 
payoff. ._ ____________ __,of adminis1ra1ors. If 1he con1in-
The /Jillrop has repe:11edly backed chc ctfons of 1he gent 1\ un,uccessful in its appeal to the comminee, then 
s1uden1s 10 hale 1hc merger bee ween Fine Ans and ,\rt, all slOJh mU',I be pulled ou110 preven1 the merger from 
and Sciences. Our stance has not changed. Th<l Col going through. 
lege of Fine Ans ha, con1ribu1cd a great deal 10 llowanl We arc confidem 1ha1 the ,tudenh of fine an, are 
and 10 che Bl:1ck community. A merger of the l\\ocol• already clc,iron these points. And we would like them 
leges will neg:11ively affect the college's abilil} to con 10 know 1ha1 The /Iii/top sc:mds in solidarity wi1h 
tribule to society. We are and always ha,e been in ,up- chem. We wish lhcm success in 1he1r meeting and hope 
pon ofanyeffon 10 hall the merger. Howe,er. we "ould 1hc commiuce "ill hear 1hem oul. 
U.S. support upheld 
Mobutu's dictatorship in 
Zaire 
The Uni1ed S1a1es ha, joined the mnny voices away convicl and is wanted, preferably dead. A cl3S· demanding an end 10 Mobutui,m m Zaire. Isn'c sic e,ample of this would be Saddam Hussein, whom it ironic. chough. 1hnt i1 is because or 1hc l'mt- the Umted Stales has 1ried unsu,cessfully to destroy. 
ed States and the West, namely Belgium and Franc(, When the Um1ed States decide, a nation's lender is 
1ha1 President Mobutu Se,e Se~o hns reignccl over the or no benefit 10 ii. economically or otherwise. it Joins 
Central African country unshakably for 1hc lase .U fon:c, "ith othe,.,, in 1rying 10 kick the peMn ou1. Last 
years? Friday. Th,· .Ve11 York Times quoted a While House 
The fact 1ha1 Zairians have long wanted Mobutu ou1 pre" ,ecretary a, saying chat Mobutu Sese Seko "is 
is no secrc1. The six-mon1h rebellion led h) Laurent about 10 become a creature of history." 
Kabila was ju\l a mancr of 1,me . .-----,...--....,..------, Where does it end? 
Ye1. it seems as 1hough no\\, I w· The United Scates has 10 be 
because Europe and 1he United The dictatorship of Mobutu siopped in its desiructive pach of 
S1a1es have put 1heir seal ~f and countless other despots soliciting leaders beneficial more 
approval on 1ennma1mg ~lobmu s . • , 10 i1, own needs 1han those of 1he 
rule, che likelihood of hi, ,tefc:1t IS made possible onl)· by U.S ci1izem, of 1ha1 country. 
actually seems possible. support. Yes, Mobutu ha., failed his peo-
Thcre is a 1rend in U.S. foreign pie, everyone ac~nowledge~ that, 
policy thni is Meadiiy caking shape before our eyes. but hm1 much of his failure can the United Stales and 
What is good for 1he United Staie, will ,ur,ive uni ii it 1hc Wc,1 be held accountable for? Did they no1 ,ee or 
1ums bad. hear of 1he destruc1ion in Z.1ire as they coniinued 10 
Weh.1ve:,een how the Uni1edS1:11cs m;u11pula1e, its fin.u1- undcrwme Mobutu\ regime? 
cialpowerinforeigncou111ricsbyappointingandsupporting Millions of lives have been des1royed under Mobu-
ligurehead, whom ii keeps or re Jech at i1, discretion. 111 ·, regime. Valuable minerals and resources have 
Afler 1hc Uni1ed Stnte, has ,quec,cd all that it can hccn robbed trom Zaire. Docs the United Siates anest 
out of a cnu111ry or ic, leader, 11 drops 1hc countr) like tu any of this'? 
:1 jilted lover Loo~ al Gen. Manual Antonia Nonei•a. 1 here is no excuse for 1h.: i!Ction, of lhese Icade,.,,, 
now serving a 40-year senlcnce on drug d1orgc,, yet ,ul(( they h;1vc to b.l held full) accountable forthciracts. 
1101 too long ago. he w:1, onc of Pres idem George and so doe, anyone else who suppon, them linancial-
Bush 's lop men in the fight again,1 nnrcoucs. I> wluk aware or che real it). 
In addition, once a leader prove, 10 haw a mi11d,c1 111c Unned States has 10 rcati,e thac Mobu1u has 
of his O\\ n and refuse, 10 adhere 10 lhc rules ,upul:11• dc,lro) cd Zaire l><.-cau,e thi, country ha, held his hand 
ed by 1he Uniced S1:11c,, he i, hun1ed down li~c a run- ,md shown him how. 
Fight involving football team 
members not new story 
The 1heme of last Saturday night's party cations with the football team express dismay intended to draw a cross-section of at how some of the Bison present themselves. Howard Univer..ity students. At the unof- They say the burly men strut around campus 
fi cial Hip-Hop Fashion Show after party. looking for people 10 beat up, acting like some-
Carnegie Library turned into a club with pco• one's gift to the university in a glorified gang 
pie rocking to Biggie and gelling 1hcir groove fashion. Intimidation best defines how many 
on. view the team. 
Everything went well. No fights, no beefs - In fact, some witnesses refused 10 interview 
unti l the pany ended. An argument involving a \\ith our reponers regarding Hazel's case for fear 
Bison foo1ball player broke 0111. and 0111: ot the of certain team member., retaliating. The climate 
pany's hosts intervened. (See,_ ____________ 1hat panicular football players 
page A I). create is unhealthy for the uni-
Delmar Hazel. a junior, Our View: versity. We're sure the entire 
a11emp1ed 10 break up the ensu- Altercation involving mem- team does not subscribe to this 
ing dispute. In tum. Hazel says hers of Howard football pompous mentality. Yet, the 
a group of more than a dozen team should not be over- ones who do, give the team a 
people a11ackcd him, which bad name and reputation. 
caused him to be hospitalized. _ looked. lt appears 1ha1 lhese athletes 
Hazel suffers from a tom nerve and brokl·n receive special or preferential treatment. We 
cheek bone. He says his injuries are counesy of hop.! Dean Johns. of special student services, 
the football team. thoroughly investigates the Carnegie Library 
The story is an unfortunate one, but sadly not brawl. \Ve also hope he doesn't take into con-
a new one. The December 1994 brawl immedi- sidcrmion that the Bison won the Heri tage Bowl 
ately comes to mind. Thal incident occurred or are in a media kit. This case needs 10 be 
inside of Howard's library. According to The aggress ively treated the way Dean Johns would 
Hilltop, football players caused serious bodily do any other one he deems a treat to the nature 
damage 10 some students. The victims later told of I loward. 
The I/ii/top that they felt bullied by the team. Whether our impression or other non-athlete 
And a couple of years ago, some team mcm- students' impression of 1he foolball team is 
bers saw it befitting to beat up a student in the accurate, it provides some food for thought. A 
campus cafe1eria. Almost every year someone popular feeling is that the university won't hann 
accuses the football team of physical harass- their precious football team-even if the team 
ment, and more often than not, there is no fol- is in the wrong. 
low-up disciplinary action. Looking at I laze I's facial injurie~ should be 
Many students who have never had any alter- enough inspiration for change . 
., 
Oow1'.\- bel; eue 
-Hie h-we, I 
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W E W ELCOME YOUR LE'lTERS AND COMMENTS 
TH£ HILLTOP e11co11rnges you tt> sltnre your Views, opi11io11s nnd /dms. Wt pvN!ii 
material addressed to 11s, a11d ro11ti11ely edit letters for space and style. Letters as u~l,s~-. 
mentnries must be typed sig11ed wit!, full addrr?Sses a11d telephone numliers. 
J 
] 
I 
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The opi11io11s expressed 011 the Editorial l5age are solely tl,e uiews of the Editorial &T: 
and do 11ot reflect the opi11io11s of Howard University, its administration, TH£ HILLTOP! 
or the students. • 
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~f.<! Spencer . 
t tacks on HU 
,resident exhibit 
~rahs in the 
,arrel' syndrom~ 
., control\ I lo\\ard/Coward 
:Nly'' Directly undemcath 
,,t-tion .1ppeared pictures of 
,c Tom) Pre,ident Swygert 
',td.:,il. "caring a yamakah, 
lie lcucr, ADL printed on his 
,,.1, Thi\ question :1ppcared 
lierad,enising an event fca-
; Dr KhJllid Muhammad at 
i,,oruc Temple on U Street. 
;11 ne,e"JI)' for Black peo-
rnxJucc and pmt .idveni,e-
do:gniding other Black pco-
., \\hene,er Blu~·b handle 
, the) are critici,ed. Opmh 
rt) " one ol the richcM 
the gren1er good? 
I fowurd Universi1y ha business. 
Everyone want, 10 have a say in 
how this university is run, but no 
one wants 10 contribute any money. 
The Masonic Temple wants 10 call 
President Swygert an "Uncle 
Tom." How much money has 1he 
Masonic Temple given 10 I toward? 
Where arc the studcn1s that can 
say they arc at Howard because of 
a ,cholarship from the M:,sons on 
U S1rect? 
-.... . .. I 
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The Fashion Show: Free to be what we tell you to be 
Ullhe \\Orld. Find 10 Bluck 
.wid 3,k them how they feel 
~h. Mo,1 likely. no one 
'l ffl}lhing good. EVCl)'Onc 
r,spond about how Oprah's 
r.n<11 for Black people any• 
It i, ,el) hard 10 attack 
Wmfre). the muhi-million-
11;,illl!" "onum. ,o people 
11t her a, a personality. 
the bu,ine...,woman. ha, the 
rroducc television ,how, 
O\IC,. None of Oprah', 
Why is free speech banned at 
I lowurd Univcr,,i1y? This is ano1h-
cr c1ucs1ion tha1 appears on the 
nycr. S incc when h:L~ speech been 
free? 111cre is a cost 10 :mend 1his 
event just 10 hear people ,peak. 
Who docs 1his money support? 
Muhammad lives in a predomi-
nan1ly Jewish condominium m 
aflluent West Orange. N.J. Do you 
1hink Muhammad lives in 1hc sub-
urbs because of free speech? 
,MY memory of Howard University. in rela1ion 10 being the anb1ic 
director for lhe 1997 UGSA Spring Black Ans Festival Fashion Show. is 
one that I am happy 10 say is a memory, 
eff ons were spent producing a show where all creat ive manipulations were 
pulled ou1 from under me by the forces of the Offices of the General 
Council. 
E c,111 bo;,,1 the ,ame. n1 fl. Pntr,cl. Swygert 110tbt•c1w,1der,:d an "Uncle 
Prt,1dcnt Swygert i, run-
ro,uie" c.illed I lowarcl Uni-
Con'\Cquently. he has 10 
'll;ine,s deci,ion, 1ha1 ,ome 
11.ill not afliml. Attacking 
.kill Swygert\ chamcter by 
; him an "Uncle Tom" is 
~,. Presidem S" ygen. the 
,,iman. cleaned up 1he 
Muhammad lives very well. and 
he is willing 10 come 10 Howard 
and JC0pardi,c our abili1y 10 live 
well, Muhammad knows the posi-
tion in which he placed 1his uni-
vcr,,ity 1hc la.st time he came 10 
Howard. Why docs he wanl to 
come back 10 this area? 
The promi;c of "Elre: free to be" rested on Uncle Tom >tudent leaders 
feening for poli1ical offices and middle-aged adminis1ra1ive heads wi1h 
seriou~ weight issues and no rccollcc1 ion 1ha1 Howard Unive11,ity is 1101 
a high school nor i~ this 1967, 
111is is nothing new: if you look at ccn,orship across 1hc world. it is easy 
to see 1ha1 fundame111alb1s who have power make efforts 10 suppress new 
and different thremen.ing ideas. h is 1101 just abou1 sexuality. bu1 any no1ion 
thnr challenges taboos or silences around sexual ity is bincrly auackcd. 
Howard is no different. 
It'; nor even abou1 nudity or risquc conduc1 because this controversy 
could have been eli mina1ed by making a disclaimer. which would slate 
that lhe content of the show does not renect the views of Howard 
University and UGSA. 
The big issue is the misuse of authority that s1uden1s mus1 realize is 
occurring. The fashion show is over and. even if it was a good show or 
not. 1ha1 is not the most impona111 1hing right now, Wha1 is imponanl is 
that SIUdcnts arc slowly losing I heir rights, and all measures of creative 
freedom of expression arc being rnken away under the gui;e of pro1ecting 
the ins1i1u1ion's image. 
md brought 79 National 
S.:holars to Howard, Name 
~ s-ollege prc,idem tha1 can 
,r. s.unc. 
IBlack people arc like crab; 
mcl. We are always trying 
If the message thm Malik Zulu 
Shabazz, the other scheduled 
speaker at 1his event, and Muham-
mad have is so important to Black 
people. why 1101 spe;tk for free? 
The nyer says that Shaba1z is "on 
the case for the race." Nei1her of 
these two cowards will do ii 
because they only care about till-
ing their pockets. 
We s1uden1s mw,1 fear 1his surge of censorship thai is occurring in our 
nation and on our campuses if we want 10 be free to do whatever we wa111 
to do as long as ir does 1101 restrict or hinder the progres; of another. They 
may not 1hink that 1hey are fundamental conservai ivcs like the Bob Doles 
and Ncwr Gingrichcs of the world. bu1 1hey hold on 10 similar right-wing 
views 1ha1 undcnninc any no1ion of a dcmocmt ic society. 
Aft era load of hara-,ment from Belinda Watkins, the director of s1udcn1 
ac1ivitics, and being annoyed to full contempt by Louisiana-born 
ChristopherTy:.on. the modem day Oliver Twist and financial adviser for 
UGSA. I realized 1ha11he notion of "free 10 be" was a facade and should 
have been "free to be wha1 we 1cll you you're going 10 be." Bui 1hey later 
realized who lhey were dealing with, 
The age of consent in the Dis1ric1 is 18 years. and this institution is and 
should be operated al a university level. 1101 in elementary fashion. There 
are no kids here. It is nol your place to tell me what 10 do if I am legally 
of age. Howard Universi1y is a cosmopolitan campus; students come from 
all over the world wi1h different value systems. Who arc you 10 judge me 
or try 10 mold me into your social sening? 
There is a grca1 lesson 10 be learned from 1his, I am one that certainly 
knows how 10 vem wi1h no apologies, And this I must emphasize: I have 
no apologizes. apan from any that resulled in personal offenses made 
during lhe show as a resu lt of a connicl of crea1ivc concep1s. I did ii my 
way. You win some, you lose some. each 01her down. News 
Bfocl. people are not like 
n a barrel. The crab that 
lhc barrel is 1101 a lucky 
llbc crnb 1ha1 leaves the bar-
.inner. Cr.ib, pulling each 
'1o11n i, a dcfen,e mecha-
~·c arc not trying to protect 
It Why do we insist on 
If you are a Howard student who 
has any pride. discard any poster 
depict ing our president or univer-
sity poorly. Muhammad. Shabazz 
and 1he Masonic Temple do 1101 
:.uppon us. so do not support 1hem. 
The fundamenial disrespect l received from a set of people who 
collec1ively are the s1a1u, quo 01 Howard University highlights not only 
their view of what is Howard's new direction. but their opinion toward 
the arts, freedom of :.peech and mere human rela1ionships. 
The loss is a memory and whatever I've gained will make me s1ronger. 
If I were 1odo it again. maybe you would have seen the real fashion show. 
which was planned. choreogmphed and polished for weeks. 
What you got was rhe wa1ered-down version. manipulated by Belinda 
Watkins in the Office of Studem Ac1ivi1ies, Christopher Tyson in rhe Office 
of UGSA. Sharon Banks in the Office of 1he General Council. and Mr. 
John~on at Cmmton Audilorium. Maybe next semester, they should 
coordinate 1he nex1 fashion show •• their way. 
My concepts were not a 1hrea110 the ins1i1u1ion's image when I was taking 
hundreds of dollars out of my pocke1 to invesl in 1he fashion show geared 
to reap over $10.000 in proliLs for UGSA 
people down that work for 
The author is aj1wior 111ajori11g 
in chemistry. 
In addition, the promise of my verbal!) agreed upon s1ipend of $500 re:.ts 
on my abilily to bow and ~•roke Christopher Tyson\ ego. My conccp1s 
were not a threat to 1he ins1i1u1ion's image when long hours and Mressful The writer is a senior majoring i11 jo11malis111. 
a Green 
uthors of Strategic Framework 
nffer from 'art illiteracy' 
1rllea1cr an, administmtion major in the College 
Am who Is strongly opposed 10 the planned 
~ of the College of Fine Art.'> with Arts and 
:rs. Until recently I had no1hi11g but animo;,ity 
;dourhonomble President H. Patrick Swygert and 
11,po'SCd" S1ra1egic Framework for Action. This 
11) began 10 ;,ubsidc on March 11 when 
iem Swygert called an emergency meeting with 
..idents of Fine An, as a result bf 1he protest 
t:r i1 the Chane r's Day celebration. 
~mee1mg siudcnts raised 1hcques1ion: Wouldn't 
,erger of Fine Am and Communications be a 
wiled plan? He replied with a resounding no. 
did the leader of the Mecca of 1hc Black colleges 
hh reason why? Di:.tance!! fie explained 1hm 
nc An, and Communication schools arc too far 
• and 1ha1 Arts and Sciences and Fine Ans are 
and ea,ier for student\ 10 walk to. 
n 1hc paM couple of weeks, the remaining 
ity has .ub,idcd 10 sy111pa1hy for him. I have 
10 the rcaliLation 1hm rhe reason why Fine Arts 
~g 1hrown inlo a school where it will meet i1s 
1C i, becau,e H. Patrick Swygert suffers from a 
uon that i, pluguing our country -· he suffers from 
1cr:icy and docsn'1 understand 1he imponancc of 
lltinow and in the 21st century. 
< would believe as a rcsuh of this or simply 
<.e he is 1hc prcsicle111 of Howard University that 
•oold aucmpl 10 atlcnd Fine Arts functions 10 
the college and its students. Unfortunately this 
~ 1rue. I attended the 60th Annual Student Art 
·~1. Jan Ensemble perfonnance and "Jelly' s 
/am," and President Swygert has 1101 graced any 
,e performances wi1h his presence. 
!hose of you who cxcur,e his absence wi1h the idea 
he has 01her cngugements, I say that this is 
cptable because the da1cs of these events were 
momhs in advance. I find ii disappointing thal 
famous people, who are extremely busy, h:ive set 
aside time lo suppon 1he school wh ile the president has 
not. 
Two of these people were Debbie Allen. who was still 
shooting her show "In The House," and Luther 
Henderson, 1he writer of the lyrics for "Jelly's Last 
Jam," who was celebrn1ing his birthday and whose new 
play recently premiered on Broadway. These two 
people have made time to support the College of Fine 
Ans. why not Swygert? 
Don't get me wrong. President Swygert is no stranger 
10 the College of Fine Ans and its s1udents. Jus1 las1 
year. before Phylicia Rashad became a member of the 
Board of Trustees. Swygert graced us wi1h his 
presence. 
Rashad came to hold a workshop wi1h perfoming 
artists 10 help them reline their craft. Swygert caught 
word of this and dashed across the yard, On his way 
to Fine Arts, he slopped a classmate of mine to ask 
exac1ly what time rhe workshop began. He continued 
on 10 the Fine Ans build ing where he found 1hat 1hc 
workshop ended and proceeded 10 push aside s1udcnts 
10 introduce himself. Aflerward he followed Rashad 
to 1he An Gallery's Student An Exhibit. 
I find the merger of Arts and Sciences and Fine Ans 
an easy scapegoat to the problems of missing money. 
lhe excessive amounts of money Howard spends on 
landscaping and 01hcr adminis1ra1ion problems. 
It is a clever tactic to persuade us to believe 1ha1 
we are saving money when President Swygert has 
repea1edly 10Id s1uden1s tha1 the merger is not about 
money, The me rger is about the lack of 
undersianding of the therape uti c. economic. 
sentimental, re ligious, soc ial. educat ional and 
his1oric values of the arts. 
The writer is a junior majoring theater arts 
administration. 
Allison Brown 
Rumored 60/40 plan signals end 
of traditional Howard University 
President H. Patrick Swyger1 has begun 10 
restructure Howard University 1hrough his Strategic 
Framework, pu tt ing in10 pract ice plans of 
bcau1ifica1ion and downsizing in order 10 make 
stronger rhe economic foundation of 1he university. 
Severa l issues have come before the Howard 
Univcrsi1y community as .a result of 1his Strategic 
Framework. and such an issue may soon present 
itself to the s1uden1s of Howard Universi1y. h is 
impcrn1ivc 1hat s1udents ready themselves 10 stand in 
organized protest on this issue. 
There i, a growing trend among some Black 
universities in 1hiscountry rocncourage the enrollment 
of White s1udems. These universities are typically 
government-funded, historically Black colleges and 
universi1ics. Tennessee State University, a historically 
Black institution funded by the Tennessee state 
government, is one of 1hese schools 1hat is succumbing 
to lhe 1rend. Uni versities with rich backgrounds, 
traditions, and his1ories arc auempling 10 increase 1heir 
Whi1e popula1ions 10 40 percen1 of their ent ire 
cnrollmcm. when previously the perccn1age of While 
s1udents was less than I percen1 or 2 percenl. There is 
a rumor that our beloved Howard University is to be 
one of those universities to surrender to a plan such as 
this. If the rumor is true, it is of utmost imponance 
tha1 Howarcl Universi1y students stand now, before the 
plan becomes policy. 
An obvious poinl 10 be made is that Howard 
University is the most prestigious historically Black 
university in 1hc na1ion. establ ished 10 nurlure, 
cu ltivate, and rnain1ain some of 1he finest African-
American minds of all time. As of right now, Howard 
Univers ity has been more than successful at 
accomplishing this goal. By ac1ua1ing thi s new 60/40 
plan, President Swygen will a her the objec1ive of the 
university, thus altering students' working and learning 
environmen1s and ultimately destroying 1he sheer 
quality of rhe "Howard experience." White people tend 
10 have a tremendous effec1 on whatever they touch. 
lmagine how Howard University would change should 
such a plan be introduced. 
President Swygert has assumed the primary role as 
fund-miser for this university. Whl lc the cause is a 
noble one, it is a1 the expense of those people who 
make this universi1y whal it is •· 1he s1udents. By 
executing this 60/40 plan, Preside111 Swygert almost 
ensures the continued financial support of the United 
States government. However. he would be replacing 
strong African-American minds with White ones, also 
ensuring that those grea1 African-American minds 
would go elsewhere to pursue higher education, 
Should 1his plan be implemented, Howard University 
will undoubtedly relinquish its title as the most 
prcs1igious hislorically Black university in the world, 
s1epping down from its place as a leader of instilulions 
of higher learning, 
President Swygen should know that Howard students 
will slop at nothing 10 make sure that 1he plan be 
quelled while it is a mere thought on a piece of paper, 
I am frightened by the prospects that 1his plan holds. 
I will not. in good conscience, send my children 10 this 
university should it implement a plan like the one 
being carried out al Tennessee State Un iversi1y. 
Howard Universi1y would no longer be the same 
university abou1 which I today proudly boast. The 
Howard of old would be no more. I urge that Howard 
University students preserve the charac1cr, dignity, and 
prestige of this university as it was originally intended 
to be, 
The writer is junior majoring in legal 
comm11nicafions. 
Articles on the PERSPPECTIVES page are the sole views of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the HIiitop or of Howard University. 
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SHOWING OUR COLORS 
coME LEARN ABouT THE ~r~1GB~ b1111.sr:0M IN GERMANY. 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE BROTHERS llND SISTERS 
LEARN ABOUT: 
SURVIVING THE HOLOCAUST 
CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
STATUS OF BLACK WOMEN 
QUESTIONS OF IDENTITY 
THE BLACK GERMAN MOVEMENT 
Time: Friday, April 18, from 1-3pm 
Place: Auditorium in the School of Business 
Sponsors: African American and Black German Initiative 
Department of Modem Languages and Literatures 
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs 
Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center 
Office of TRIO Programs 
Humanities Council of Washington, DC 
••• • •• 
••• • •• ... . .. 
••••••••• 
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LAW COMMUNITY JUSTICE 
The Police Corps ~ looking for a few good men .... and 
women, to apply their talent and energy to one of our nation's most important 
challenges: reclaiming our communities from crime and violence. 
The Police Corps is a national college scholarship program. Its purpose is to recruit 
and train college graduates to serve at least four years as community patrol officers. 
ff you are selected, you will be eligible for reimbursement of college expenses up to 
i30,00). In Maryland, the first contingent of Police Corps graduates will become 
members of the Baltimore Police Department. 
IT you are a 1996 or 1997 college graduate, of good character, have a smcere dedica-
tion to public service, and are looking for a challenge and an opportunity, the Police 
Corps is for YOU! For an application or further information, CALL NOW! 
1-888-97-CORPS or 410-396-2340 
THE HILLTOP Ap" I 
----------------------., April 18, 1997 
I 
GREYHOUND TICKETS FOR TR 
SUMMER VACATION MUST BE 
PURCHASED BY MAY 5, 1997 SOT 
BUSES CAN BE RESERVED FOR 
FOLLOWING THE CAMPUS 
DEPARTURE DATES: 
Wednesday May 7, 1997 
Thursday May 8, 1997 
Friday Ma:y 9, 1997 
APPLIES TO THE NEW YORK CITY AND 
NEWARK DESTINATIONS ONLY. 
Thank you for using the 
Howard University Campus Store 
For the mothers of the 1997 · ] 
graduating class, the foil owing gifl 
items can be ordered in advance an~ 
collected the day of graduation in th, 
Campus Store: 
Corsag~s: Single Carnations $3.7~ 
Double Carnations $6.3~ 
The colors that are available are white. 
pink, and red 
Deadline: Friday May 2, 1997 
Thank you for using the Howard University Campus Store 
1 
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'Etre' show leaves audience dazed, 
By Natalie Hopkinson 
and Ta-Nehls! Coates 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Max is dancing. Max is falling. Max is rolli ng around on the ground. 
Max is doing somersaul1s. Max is 
gyrating with somber-faced 
women. 
And the grand linale to an evening 
of thteless chaos that was the 
Spring Black Art;, Fashion Show'? 
Max-Arthur 0. Mantle, the 
show's director. is simulating oral 
sex on a female model. 
When the powers that be cut the 
lights out in the middle of that final 
X-rated scene, instead of crying 
foul, the freak show-weary students 
seemed relieved. 
One spectator summed up the 
whole fiasco: "Maybe I should have 
been high or something." 
Indeed. the 1wo large screens pro-
jecting p,ychedelic graphics 
between each scene could probably 
be better appreciated by someone 
on an LSD trip. 
But even an audience of drug 
nddicts would know that almost-
naked models. strobe lights and 
thinly veiled sexual innuendoes do 
not equal a fashion show - much 
less arti,iic genius. 
In scene after scene. a procession 
of dazed female models gyrated in 
Goodwill-style retro wear while 
buff men in briefs and body oil 
vogued 10 House music beats. At 
times the models looked like they 
took one 100 many hits from the 
bong. 
The blend of retro wear and shock 
tactics was initially cute, but after 
the fourth serving. this redundant 
mixture turned into an insomniac·s 
dream. 
But what the show lacked in cre-
ativi1y, it made up for in audacity. A 
male model's wig flew off as he 
clicked his high heels across the 
runway in a floor-length sequined 
dress. 
A female model slipped off a 
black leather jacket, then paced the 
stage, hands cover ing her bare 
breasts. 
The designers, among them Phil 
Philbon's Enyce, The White House 
nnd Maurice Malone, were equal-
ly unimpressive. 
The Salvation Army bell bottoms 
and cheap rayon dresses worn by 
the female models could have been 
dug out of any Howard woman's 
closet. (According to testimony 
from some of the models, that's 
exactly where some of the clothing 
came from.) 
Less than half the designers on the 
program showed up. But judging 
from what those designers had to 
offer. they could have stayed home 
too. 
When are hip young designers 
going 10 stop looking to the '70s for 
inspiration and create a new style 
that delines our generation? 
When the models weren't Strutting 
in played-out gear, or simply no 
gear at all, the audience was treat-
ed to excruciatingly long waits 
bet ween the scenes. 
During these gaps, the screens 
0ashed space-age graphics that fea-
tured everything from dinosaurs to 
what appeared to be a noor model 
for Pentagon City. 
II 's hard to decide what was 
wor.,e: the deluge of flesh or the 
onslaught of irrelevant footage that 
would inevitably follow. 
At times the show ventured into 
deepest reaches of absurd point• 
le.~sness. An angel in a diaper stood 
at the top or a ladder sporting 
makeshift wings while models 
crisscrossed the stage. And the 
point of the angel was ... ? 
Topping it all of was Max. the 
show's flamboyant creator. 
In nearly every scene he could be 
seen s1ru16ng in his black platforms 
and patent leather pants. groping 
models and himself. 
The blond dreadlocked profes-
sional pho1ographer, who also wore 
something resembling a ballerina's 
tutu on his neck, paced the stage. 
giving the audience the finger. 
In all fairness the show was tam• 
pered with by the administration, a 
group of people who has already 
demonstrated a unbelievable disre• 
spect for the arts (see the merger). 
According to several sources who 
worked on tlte show. administration 
officials made their presence felt 
throughout the rehearsals. 
And there were some bright spois 
in the show. In a dance scene, a 
male and a female model delied 
gravity as they did an African dance 
while wearing only brown rags and 
white war paint on their faces. 
Throughout the show, the models· 
makeup also added a dramatic 
twist. 
But a few drops of water docs not 
an ocean make. And whatever was 
good about the fashion show was 
swamped by everything that was 
bad. 
Ultimately the fashion show 
exposed itself as a raw display of 
mediocrity, predictability and tack-
iness. Or belier yet, a textbook les-
son in bow to waste three hours and 
eight bucks. 
• 
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HU's hip-hop fashion show differs from the norm 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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By Mark Jennings 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
wh:u is the hip-hop look? 
l\'cb~1er's Dic1ionary doesn't Ml), but the Ebonie, 
:n..1clopedia describes it as 1he "nothing tight on men, 
.~thing tight on women, do what you want to do. 
tM whal you want to wear. be what you want to be. 
.m't nothing hold you back" look. 
If you don't believe me, ask anyone who was in the 
ltlr-capacity crowd last Saturday night at the "Main 
loob: Hip Hop Fashion Show" in Cr:unton Audi tori-
,._ 
The \how highlighted the latest trends of the hip-hop 
.i..Jiion world. Modcb pimped. struned and danced 
11411 the runway to the tunes of the I:ue Biggie Smalls 
llldTupac Shakur, Erykah Badu, and other hip-hop 
lldrapartists. They showed off some of the lat-
!!lgtar from Ofaafo. Maurice Malone. Thi,m 
Cld others. 
Afn_\hion show hopes to accomplish two 
!!)3]s: to entertain :ind to let poople 
ilio;I, what they must get to be in. and 
•hat they must avoid so they won't 
!tout. 
l\'hile the fashion show ,uc-
Utded in plea.sing the audi-
a:e with the latest hip-
q>tunes and freestyle 
~try. the fashion, 
l!icmselves were 
l!Olhing more 
:lian a big 
id,eriise-
111 e n t 
pany 
'1r Up 
Against 
Ille Wall. 
•hich donnted 
llie majority of the 
clothes for 1he event. 
In fact. 1he fashion, dis-
played on ;tnge couldn't even 
compete with the array of fashion 
in the audience. 
After watching much of the show. 
Michael Koroma, a senior at I loward. felt 
th.lt he could ha,c taken the clothes from hi>. 
closet to produce a better ,how than what he ,aw. 
·] expected a little more matching mid more sophis-
ticated dre,, ,tylcs," Koromn said. "They came out 
there with their street clothes." 
Of the fashions that were on display. they gave the 
clear-cut message that the "go hard" look is 
in for men, and for the ladies, "if you 
got it, naunt it." 
On the street. the scene isn't 
changing too much. 
The basics, 
bagg)' jeans 
a n d 
ors are out. 
Bright colors 
lit up the stage 
for both men and 
women's apparel. 
The show seemed 10 
suggc5t that collarless 
dress shirts and white T-
shirt, under a sport coat is 
the way to go for men. 
A, for the women. the 
show answered the ques• 
tion. "Who said you can't 
get dressed up and be sexy at the same 
time?" 
The dress clothing for the women 
stuck to the "keep it hug and snug," 
Iheme. 
It showcased unrevealing. form-fit• 
ting dre.~ses that would put the imagi, 
nation back 10 work. Also, fitted dress 
pants replaced the normal skirt and 
blouse oullits of the working woman. 
At the beach, the show seemed to 
warn grandmothers that they bet· 
ter start locking up their 
swimwear bec3use the string 
bikini is a thing of the pas1 
and hot pants are back. 
And from the reaction 
of the crowd. if you 
don't have them, you 
better rush out and 
get some soon. 
Dwight Carr 
said he felt the 
fashion show 
clothes were not what 
they paid to see. 
It was 1he models, 
and wha1 they did11 ~ 
have on, that received 
the biggest reactions 
from the crowd. 
When shirtless men 
walked on the stage, the 
ladies screamed to the top 
or their lungs. and men 
also showed their approval 
of the female models who 
wore little or tight clothing. 
O,-erall. what the hip-hop 
fashion show lacked in orig-
Pholos by Behnda VICke~ 
inality. it made up for in creativity. This was not yout 
normal techno music. "work it girl"-type fashion sho"I 
Besides the dim spotlight and the confusing back-
ground that never changed. I would have to give it & 
thumbs-up. 
The choreography was well constructed, and th& 
scenes were masterfully planned. 
The poets and rap acts added flavor and character to. 
the show. The deejays kept the crowd rocking from tho 
beginning to the end. 
And the models seemed to enjoy showing off them. 
selves as much as they enjoyed the clothes they wen~ 
wearing. 
• . 
-
• 
• 
• 
' 
' 
• 
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Keeping in the Spirit: HU Communiti 
Choir prepares for A pril concert 
By Latoya Brown 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When walking through the doors 
of Armour J. Bh1ckburn's 
audi torium on Friday. you may 
have been mesmerized wi th a 
spiritual sensation. There was much 
love in the atmosphere as members 
of the Howard University 
Comniun i1y Choir rehearsed for 
their April 27 spring concen. 
During and after 1hc rehearsal. 
many were rejoicing and 1es1ifying 
about how good God truly is. 
"We sing 10 uplift the glory of the 
Lord," said Choir Secretary Kimbra 
Harris. "We are fami ly outside of 
the choir .... If someone is huning, 
we are there to pray for that person 
and uplift the name of God." 
In March of 1989. Howard 
alumnus Thomas T<. Pierre, Jr. 
founded the Howard University 
Communi ty Choir. Under his 
leadersh ip, the choir cont inues its 
eighth year of dedicated service 10 
1hc Lord. The choi r's services 
include uplifting 1he name of Jesus 
Christ through singing the gospel 
nnd sacred Christian music and 
ministeri ng 10 the campus, 1hc 
community a nd the choir 
members. 
"As chaplain, I lead the choir in 
prai;,c and worship before 
rehearsals," said junior all ied health 
major Sonia March "We also sing 
songs and have testimonies." 
March considers herself a "big 
sister" 10 many of her fellow choir 
members. "J give advice 10 many of 
our members from my personal 
experiences 10 maybe help them 
through wha t 1hcy arc go ing 
through." 
In addition 10 pcrfom1ing in the 
metropolirnn area. the choir ha, 
perfom1cd in Connec11cu1, Florida. 
Maryland. New Jersey. New York. 
North :ind South Carolina. Ohio 
and Virginia. During their travels, 
their performances have inspired 
many 10 join the rank. of the 
group. 
"TI1c first time I saw the choir al 
my aunt's church in D.C .• they 
sounded so beau ti ful I J..new I 
\\ anted 10 be a member," ,uid Choir 
Presiden t Dame Forbes. " My 
fnends were members of the choir. 
and they told me I necdcd 10 come 
10 open call. and this i, how I 
joined." 
Forbes ,aid he has ne\'cr regrened 
his decision. 
"Rehearsals are the bes1 part of 
the day for me. because I feel so 
rela;,.ed and I unwind at 
practice." he said. "Everyone is 
like fami ly. and it', j1"1 l ii.e 
coming home." 
,\ side from rehearsing together. 
D ance company focuses on 
1he group enjoys month!> outings. 
"On this campus it is impon,m110 
bond with other Christ ian,: 1ha1\ 
why we arrange activities so that 
you ha"e someone 10 tall- 10 that 
will understand and comfon you," 
Forbes said. 
The Howard Univcr,ity 
Community Choir ha, participated 
in programs ,.,th prominent go,pcl 
recording ani,1, such as Shirl~y 
Caesar, La,hun Pace and M> ma 
Summers. TI1c choir ha\ abo been 
a part of m.iny programs on 
I loward's campu,. including fom1er 
South African Archbi,hop 
De,mond M. Tutu', , isit 10 
I loward':, campu,. 
TI1e choir\ spring concen "i II be 
held at 6 p.111. in Cramton 
Auditorium and is free 10 the 
public The conccn will feature 
K:irin Clark Scherd of the 
legendary gos pc I group The Clark 
Si,1er,. 
cultural 
artistry in District performance 
By Zerllne A. Hughes 
Hilltop Stalf Writer 
Out of a ll the dunce 
performances reviewed this 
season, the one program that was 
ihe most moving and compel I ing. 
according 10 the audience's 
feedback, was 1ha1 of Sherrill 
Berryman-Johnson's Images of 
Cultu ra l Art istry performance 
group during Sunday evening's 
venue at Dance Place. 
Unfonuna1ely. they only perform 
once every two years. 
When they do perform, however, 
both body and soul literally serve as 
the major too ls in their 
performance. Images of Cultural 
Art istry. lnc. is an I I -year-old 
refreshing ly different da nce 
company that dedicates itsel f 10 
fulfilling a specific mission. n,c 
mission is one 1ha1 encompasses its 
foc us on cultural ancestry, also perfonned with the 11 artists 
collective and individual roles in with whom she ha, developed 
society and the means of how 10 strong ties. Guest ,1r1isi, and 
fond the path 10 inner ;elf. dancers rcpre,ented the rich 
Headed by Howard Universi ty cultures of the Barbado, and the 
dance director Berryman-Johnson. Dominican Republic. They were 
better known a~ Dr. Miller, the joined by a nourish of d:rncc 
company's vis ion addresses :1 department .tlumni from the 
multitude of both time ly and College of Fine Ans in addition to 
timeless iswes with the use of pro,pcc11vc dance maJor and 
cultural icons. symbols and original graduating senior. Whitney 
poetry. llunter. 
The s ix pieces premiered Fol lowing the concert 
symbolized "the Circle of Life and perfom,ance. the e111ire compan)' 
its spiri tual process of healing the provided di,cus,ion on the 
mind and body of human souls on performance explaining the 
earth." With pieces titled motivation. symbolhm of 
"Messengers of A Higher call ing," movement, and they received much 
" Human Souls Dancing," and praise from the audience. 
"Release the Power," the rhythms, In an attempt 10 genuine ly 
movement and prose offered a communicate \\hat they fed 
spiritual, 1hough1-provo~ing fom1 through more than juxtapo,ed 
of dance that spoke 10 the audience movement. Image, thorough I> 
through visuals. audio and mental executed an insightful. educ,uional. 
spells. be:mtiful interpretation of dance 
Miller. artistic director and and al l of the dimen,ions it has 10 
choreographer of the progrnm. offer. 
Photo By careoo 
Cultural Artistry dancers mesmerize 
DC audience at dance place. 
PhcloBy 
Howard studenls rehearse at Blackburn Center for Spring~ 
Concert. 
FYI ... 
The Howard Univers ity Jaz, Ensemble 
released a new albun1 titled "HUJE '96." 
2 1-tracked CD includes all types of m 
variations for jazz lovers, including bossaoct 
swing as well as classical jazz. 
"HUJE '96" features the song "Leadersh 
which was commissioned by the Inau~ 
Committee in honor of Ho\vard Univer 
President H. Patrick Swygert. 
The CD is now on sale at Howard's cam 
store or you can call the ensemble's mus· 
director, Fred Irby, III at (202) 806-7066 
further purchasing info1mation. 
lnfonnation co111piled by Angela Harper. 
Posthumous album proves that greatness can be achieved in 'Life after Death' 
By Jeffrey Lyles 
Hilltop Slaff Writer 
Is there life after death? 
No mailer what you believe. only 
in the music world can one be just 
as big a star in death as one was in 
life. The rap world will no doubt 
miss Christopher Wallace. aka The 
Notorious B.I.G. or Biggie Smalls. 
who was murdered in Las Vega, 
just weeks before the release of his 
highly anticipated second album 
"Life After Death." 
Following the trend popularized 
by Michael Jackson with "HIS1ory" 
and 2PAC's "All Eyet on Me," 
"Life After Demh" ,s also a double 
CD set with 24 1rncks 1ha1 no 
Biggie fan can do without. 
Eerily enough. the CD begins with 
Sean "Puffy" Combs tal J.. ing 10 
Smalls. who is on hi, deathbed barel>• 
holding on 10 life, right where hi, first 
album "Ready to Die" left off. 
Disc one is easily the superior of 
the two, boasting such hits as the 
popular radio sma~hes "I lypnotizc" 
and "Mo Money. Mo Problems" 
featuring the alway, capable Masc 
and 1he e\'er-improving Puff Daddy 
himself. 
Disc one is vintage Biggie and 
features some of his best lyrics thi; 
side of "Ready 10 Die," and all of 
1he 1r,1c~, arc pacJ..ed wi th the 
1igh1e,1 lyric, and ,llc~est 
production that only Biggie und 
Puffy can create. 
Di,c two. on the other hand i, a 
tad di-appointing. Two word, can 
be,1 sum ii up: Biggie sings. On the 
soon 10 be infamous tracl-, "Playa 
I later," Biggie tries his best Luther 
Vandro,s impersonation, but come, 
acro" more like Eric Scm1011. 
The CD starts off great with 
"Notoriou, Thugs" fea turing 
BONEnnd "t.tiss U" with 112. but 
the majorit> of it;., not for the weaJ.. 
at hcnn. Most disappoi nt ing is 
Biggie's duct wi th Lil' Kim on 
"Another." There are some 
stand0Uh, though 
The World is Filled .... " Long 
Ki\, Goodnight," and "S~y•, the 
L1mi1' are all top-notch. II JUSI 
makes you wonder wh> Biggie 
didn't JU\l take the best cul\ from 
both CD, in,tead of giving fan, 
one and a half good CD,. 
E,·en if you J..now nothing about 
hip hop, you haw no doubt he:trd 
of the hiner East Coa,1-Wc,1 Coa,1 
feud in\olving two ot hip-hop', 
bigge,1 laction,: Bad Bo> Record, 
and Death Row Record,. 
After hi~ rele:L,e from prison and 
subsequent sign111g "ith Death 
Row. 2PAC e,calmed the war with 
endless 11r:1des ag:un,1 B:td Boy 
and B1ig1c in pan,cul.tr To 111, 
credi t. B 1gg1e ne, er s.1id one 
neg:111\c \\Ord ,1g,11n,12PACdc,pllc 
his ,1llega1ion, 1ha1 he ,lept "uh 
B1gg1c\ ,qfc. Fa11h. 
Rmhcr than continue the pomtlc" 
feud. 81gg1e doc,11'1 even 111en11on 
2PAC's name und even ,ends a 
"shout out .. 10 the Wc,1 Coa,1 w11h 
"Going Bad To Cali," \\hich 
explain, 111, ,1.,ncc on the Ea,1 
Coa,1-We,1 C1,a,1 bccl. 
Other gue,ts on the JI bum mcludc 
Jay-Z. R. Kelly. T"o Shon. and 
even B1gg1e\ c,1rangcd ,.,re, F,uth 
E"an,. 
Along with Puffy. Bigg ie 
recruited some of the hottest 
producer, on thf ,not. 
collabon11e "11h hun on h, 
proJect. 1ncludmg 1>1,-G 
Naught> h) Nature. E.t,} II 
DJ Premier. TI1c R1J :mJ II.I 
t.lobh Lxep. C'onsidtnng Bi 
,uperb ,k1lh. ,, ii Jn) "mil 
''Life \her O.:ath ,, the liN 
bu) CD of the )CJr! 
h truly IS a ,ham~ lit.II 
talented rapper's hie I\Ol'fflt'o 
he could t,cn ~njo) 11 II, 
one 0:.111 use the c,an'l'l~o!S. 
,ind 2PAC a, mori: thJJ1 
rc,tson ICI end thi, COJ\IJI mitt. 
\\,:'II ha,e no o~ left torn 
but llamm,·r and "tallL 
don't "alll lh,11 
It's not too late to 'Scream' Popular horror fiick re-released in theaters 
By Jeffrey Lyles 
Hilltop Slaff Writer 
Quick. There's a madma n 
somewhere outside your house. 
TI1is psycho loves horror movies 
so much 1ha1 he's decided 10 create 
his very own. Several of your 
friends have al ready met thei r 
unti mely end by his hands, and 
guess who's next on his hit list? 
There is one way 10 avoid being the 
lead story on the six o'clock news, 
however. How much do you know 
about horror movies? Not much? 
Well, hope you've notified your 
next of kin, because you won't be 
making the end of this new 
nightmare. Prepare yourself for the 
one movie that lives up 10 its name. 
Wes Craven's "Scream." is back in 
theaters for all to enjoy again or 10 
experience for the first time. 
Remember the good old days 
when horror movies were scary'! So 
scary that when it was over, every 
creak in the house was that white 
masked nu1so coming from the big 
screen 10 take you out? TI1e kind 
that had you so for off the edge of 
your seat that you were practically 
knee-deep in popcorn and 
Goobers'? And afterward. no 
--Friday the 13th" would ever be 
just another day on the calendar. 
Wei I, Craven takes us back 10 
those times. With "Scream" he has 
unveiled )el another cla,sic horror 
film in the grand tradition of 
"Halloween," "Friday the 13th," 
and "Nightmare on Elm Street." 
A, with any good horror llicJ.., the 
,1ory revolves around a group of 
1een-ugers and some murderou, 
madman in their midst. These teen, 
aren't the average run-of-the-mill 
horror movie dummies. though. 
They've pored over such horror 
fi lms as "Prom Night ," "Tcxa, 
C hai nsaw Massacre," and 
"Psycho," and they know all the 
ni le, of the game. 
For instance, if you wn111 10 make 
it 10 the next scene. never drink or 
do dnigs and. most importantly. 
never say ''I'l l be right back" -· 
because you \\On't. And the only 
people truly safe from death are 
virgins. 
Yet, one by one, the teens are 
murdered. :mcl the linger pointing 
begins. Tiie mo,1 intriguing :Lspecl of 
"Scream" is 1ha1 e\'Cl)'Ollc ,, a suspect. 
Everyone hn, a mntivc and all 
100-convcmenl timing. In foci, the 
on ly fool-proof method for 
eliminating su,pects i, "hen •hey 
get ki lled. 
Or is it'/ 
The characters are typica l teens 
with not ,o typical problem,. Our 
protagonist, Sydney (Neve 
Campbell) i~ ,till reeling from the 
traumatic murder of her mother a 
year ago. She now has 10 deal with 
the IO\\n's nc\\ serial killer ,, ho 
seem, to have targeted her a, hi, 
ne .x1 victim. TI1en she h:" 10 deal 
with her boyfriend. Billy (S~cet 
Ulrich). who want, 10 ta~c 1he1r 
relation,hip 10 1hn1 "nc,t level " 
Funhcr complic:iting ma11crs is 
Gayle Weather. (Courteney Co,), 
the slea,,y rnbloid reporter hoping 10 
cam an Emmy with thi, story of the 
century. If :ill else f,1ils. she'll .u 
lea,1 be able 10 add another chapter 
111 her autobiography. a book that 
features an unflanering ponn1yal of 
Sydney's mother. 
Luckily for Sydney. her bcM 
friend. Tutum (Rose McGowen), i, 
right there 10 comfort her. even 
though Tatum's unsympa1hc1ic 
bo> fm:nd. Stu (~bn~ L 
and friend. Rand} 1J 
Kenned)). cr:1d COJ(i Jl'Le> 
"hat i, the deal \\Ith Tatum\ 
brother. DcpUl) De"t) R 
( Da, e Arquc11e r• 
U,uall). horror m11\le, 
gmdc-8 ;1c1ors 10 go aloopill 
e,,cn wor,c ,cripl. but Cr, 
recruited only the l>N 
·:Scream." The tnlilC t 
superior. Ulrich\ ponr1)ill 
troubled and m1Sundm 
boyfriend "superb. And Lillll'! 
excellent as the wild and m:i 
member of the clique. 
If you're loo~ing foragooJ,;e 
then you'd bencr hull) andcn1.·il 
because it', dcfonitel) a ~'ltm 
1996-1997 PULSE EDITO·R Awanya D. Anglin congratulates 1997-1998 
PULSE EDITOR Zerline A. Hughes and STAFF WRITER 
Erika Wortham. I love you _guys and wish you both the best. 
April 18, 1997 
WEEKENDER 
By Tanyika N. Jackson 
Hil ltop Staff Writer 
1111984 Bobby Boyd opened the 
to Takoma Station with high 
sand dreams of it becoming 
1ucces, that it is today. Artist\ 
h as Gil Scou Heron, Stevie 
ndcr. and Art Blakely stop 
jrollgh. hypnoti1ing guests with 
1t1r horns, pianos, vocah or 
lilts. 
Thi\ quaint jau club, located at 
14 Fourth St. N.W .. 1s frequented 
tho><! who jubl love good music 
a great atmosphere. 
t the mmosphcre is half the 
, of the place. 
cctangular tables positioned 
lel to one another give every 
ta perfect view of the Mage. A 
menu is available. and if you 
h't mind a little s;1h. the fries ure 
th-watering. 
The stage spotlight is shared by 
h the pcrfonners and traces of 
ling smoke from those who still 
tn't been convinced to kick the 
t but ,omehow. the ,moke isn't 
bothersome here. 
, bar. independent of the 
p:rfonnance area. is provided for 
l.c m need. 
Pamungs line the top portion of 
-r v.alls. One paintinj! ,., titled 
w at Takoma Station." David 
l.i)J. one of the owner-. and a ,on 
Bobby Boyd. sa,d that the arti<,1, 
-ttph I lol,ton . .,.-a, a "rcgu l:ir" at 
,pot. 
painting." 
The painting has been featured in 
various places, including the living 
room set of the Huxtable family on 
the now-defunct television series. 
"The Cosby Show." 
Other artwork in the club is done 
by local artists, and spme of the 
artwork is for sale. 
Although Takoma Station is a 
jaz7 club from Wednesdays 
through Saturdays. Sunday, are 
dedicated to reggae and Mondays 
are for comedy, with the District's 
own comedians Joe Clair. Redd 
Grant and Dominique acting as 
host\. 
On Thursday nights. the local 
band, Pure and Natural. performs. 
The band features Jacque~ 
John,on, brother of performing 
artist Mc 'Sh\!11 Ndegeoccllo. and he 
carries the family talent on through 
his guitar perfonnances. 
Students usually come out on this 
night to meet and mingle. 
Starting this fall. Takoma Station 
will hold performances by local 
students on Tuesdays. 
Because of the blossoming 
interest in poetry. the owners 
consider it an "enlightening break 
between ,ets." Boyd said. 
THE HILLTOP 
Fast facts about 
Takoma Station ... 
• 
• 
• 
Type of club: Jazz 
,. 
Address: 6914 Fourth St., NW 
Other features: Reggae, Comedy, 
Atmosphere: Artistic 
See you there!!! .. 
SENIORS ... 
Don't forget that the first 
annual Senior Cabaret will be 
held on April 26 from 9 p.m. 10 
2 a.m. at the Grand Hyau Hotel 
located at I 000 H St., N. W. The 
function is sponsored by PGH 
(Piusburgh. Pa.) Productions. 
The founder of the organization 
is senior mathematics major 
Akili Cooper. a native of 
Pittsburgh. 
Shellner, who is from Kansas 
City, Mo. 
"We want to make it [the, 
Cabaret) an annual event. and : 
hopefully thcclassof'97 can set 
a standard for future classes," ' 
Cooper said. 
Tickets for the event arc $30 
for singles and $50 for couples. 
There are group discounts 
available. You can purchase the 
tickets at the School of Business 
Information Booth. 
He wa_s in,pired by the hand, 
tSlorm,ng." Boyd said. "He used 
mu,ician, along with the 
:or and atmosphere, c:,ptured 
1 llt he felt and put it into the 
The club. which Bobby Boyd has 
pa."ed down to Mel Flore,a ·md hi, 
,ons, Mike and David. will feature 
nationally known jan artist\ 
Wynton Marsalis. Branford 
Marsnlis and Buddy Hubbard thi, 
summer. 
Photo 
By Hassan Klnloy 
The Takoma station, Established In 1984, is located at 6914 4th 
street, In the Northwest section of the District. 
Other members include 
physician assistant major 
Terrence Crosby and Sheldon 
Higgembothan. both from 
Pittsburgh and alumna Misty 
For more information about 
the Cabaret. call the School of 
Business Student Council at 
(202) 806-1516. 
t-lOWARD GOSPEL Cl-]O]R:· .. ·_ 
.: ... ,··, ,: ••• , =•y" ·,· ,··· 
,~•,. ' 
,··,, :. -'
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28tb ~nntbersarp (oncert! 
Sunday, April 20, 1997 , 5:00 PM 
Cramton Auditorium 
Howard University 
Also Appearing 
Tickets $1 0 general admission 
$5 tor students 
For more information contact Cramton's 
box office: 202/806· 7199 
In Celebration of National Library Week 
The Moorland-Spingarn Research Center 
presents 
The Ninth Annual 
DOROTHY PORTER WESLEY LECTURE 
Topic: 
"The Political Need to Set Vital Priorities for African American 
Historical Research11 
LECTURER: THE HONORABLE MAJOR R. OWENS, 
United States Representative 
11th Congressional District of New York 
Friday, April 18, 1997 
2:00P.M. 
Armour J. Blackbum Center Auditorium 
Howard University 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
CAMPUS STORE 
ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN 
CENTER 
GROUND FLOOR 
SPRING EXTRAVAGANZA 
TAKE 20°/o OFF SELECTED 
REGULAR PRICED 
SWEAT SHIRTS. 
TAKE 30°/o OFF 
ALL CHILDREN CLOTHING 
SELECTED MERCHANDISE 
HIGHLIGHTED IN ORANGE ARE 
30°/o OFF THE TICKETED PRICE. 
APRIL 21-26,1997 
MORPHINE 
Like Swimming 
VERUCA SALJ 
8ght Arms To Hold You 
S13.99 CD S8.99 CA S13.99 CD $8.99 CA 
LOST HIGHWAY BEIi FOLDS f IVE 
Soundtrack Whatever And Ever Amen 
S13.99 CD S8.99 CA S13.99 CD S8.99 CA 
NANCY GRIFFITH 
Blue Roses From The Moons 
S13.99 CD $8.99 CA S13.99 CD S8.99 CA 
Check out these hot new artists - on sale at HMV. 
Anything you don't like,we'II take back. 
THE HILLTOP 
lOWlR RlCORUS • ~IUlO • 8008S 
/ ' , 
--41, ' ' 
. - ,. . 
\ . 
. ' ..... c,...,..._ 
Presents .,... 
nnothcr ntlraction 
..::u.,,,>i on The Chocolate 
Su.pa Highway. 
12.99C0 7.99CA -· 
PLEASE JOIN MICHAEL FRANTI OF ?,'ft;irY£~ . 
IN A. SPOKEN WORD PERFORMANCE AND SIGNIN~ 
OF THE NEW SPEARHEAD CD "CHOCOLATE SUPA HIGHWAY" 
MONDAY, APRIL 21 ST • 12:30 PM • TOWER D.C. 
SPEARHEAD WILL PERFORM AT THE 9:30 CLUB ON SUNDAY, MAY 18TH · 
AND AT BOHAGER'S ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 21ST! 
CD SINGLES 
2.99 • 3.99 • 4.99 
SAlC UtDS &r.!M7 
lD\DlB 
WASHINGTON. D.C, 
.. ,..,,.,,,._.,-.·,. 
""""' -ROCKVILLE 
...,Jlod .. ,... 
P"l -
FAIR OAKS 
.,,, ... a. .. 
Pmfl1ls1W 
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY! RltORDS • ~IDlO • BOORS 1 • 800 • ASK • TOWE.I TOP 25 ALWAYS ON SALE! SKOP IY PHOH( 
"S ci.a£s11 
Joseph's Hair / JVail Salon 
Tuesday & Thursday 
$5 to $7 OFF Regular Prices 
~ ~~ 
.,.. 
Dry & Curl. .... ..... .. $25.00 
Wrap & Curl . .. . .. ..... ... ... . 
Full Perm .................... . 
T-up ........ . .... .. ...... ... .. . 
SC ts ................. • • • • • • .. • .. • 
Cuts ......... ... ........... ..... ... . 
$30.00 
$50. 00 
$40.00 
$25.00 
$15.00 
' 2 
I 
I 
Im 
I 
I 
I 
2 
I Tints .......................... . 
Ri.nses ... .. .............. ....... .... . .. 
Tracks .......... . ....... .... . . 
$20.00 
$15.00 
.., 
ch 
I $ 1 0.00 p er t no<I> d~ 
Finger Waves ... ......... .. . $35.00 I 
Push vvaves ••• ••. •..•... .••• . 
French Rolls .. .. .......... .. . . 
Spiral Curls ..... . . ....... . 
Curls All Types ........... . 
$30.00 
$35.00 
$35.00 
$55.00 
Right- Across fron• H°""'ard U. School or Business 
2620 Geor;!f';ia A-ve nue, N. M;o; • VVashingt-on, D.C. 20001 
( 2 02) 919- 7086 
ASK FOR 
\ 
-.1<:>SE!!ll>h "s ll-/c1al,r; v.-......... .s.a•~n ,1 
- Bob Braids 
- Corn R.o-ws 
• French Lacing 
- In.vis i ble Braids 
- Casamas Braids 
• Goddess 
- Individuals 
- Senegalese T"'PVist:s 
- Corn Scre-w 
- lv.licro Bra.ids 
- -VV-eaves 
For Appointment Call 
202-319-7086 
2620 Georgia Ave .• NW 
Was hington, D.C. 2000:t 
Across Crom. Howard UnJversley 
School o l' Bus iness $10 DISCOUNT 
VVll.h This Coupon 
0 
3 
b 
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ime management, exercise, 
1editation can relieve stress 
By Natalie Rance 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
I !he end or the semester 
clung. many s1udcms can 
10 feel the pressures of 
~'lb-hunting and graduation. 
i,, the .. wear and tear .. our 
"pcricncc when we-adjust 
,..,ging environment. tr not 
romrolled, &ire,, can ha,e 
ph)sical and emotional 
It can lead 10 headaches, 
ooiach,. ulcers, high blood 
,r and more ,criou.s 
~,. ,uch a, hcan disease 
le 
Iring the source of your 
111 h((p you manage it. The 
, Reproducuvc Health 
g1,e, these few lips 10 
,nJ reduce stress: 
Become a\\ are ol your 
ind )Our emotional and 
ir~cuon, 
Rceogni,e what you can 
Reduce 1hc intensity of 
l'llional reactions 10 sires, 
Learn 10 moderate your 
'reactions 10 Mress 
Build your physical 
• \laintam your emotional 
x1em1ining your ,ource of 
111 can move right in 10 
oo how lO manage il. 
· tit Out! 
r you jog or 1al-e up 
,. uerei,ing can improve 
blood flow and bring 10 your brain 
sugars and oxygen. which are 
needed when you are thinking 
intensively. h also helps 10 release 
chemicals called endorphins imo 
your blood stream 10 give you a 
happy sensation. 
A ~ind i !i a Terrible 
'fhmg to Waste 
Meditation is used 10 focus your 
mind on one relaxing though! for n 
certain period of time 10 relax, 
recuperate and clear a,vay any 
toxins in 1he mind or body. h is 
very effective in reducing blood 
pressure. muscle tension and s tress 
headaches. 
h is important 10 relax your body 
in a position that you can keep for 
20-30 minutes. You don ·1 have 10 
sil with your legs crossed. Siuing in 
a comfonable chair or lying on a 
bed can be just a~ effective. 
Diffcn:nt focuses of meditation are 
as follow~: 
• Breathing 
• Focu,ing on an object 
• Focu, on n sound 
• lmngery 
In all case, i1 is imponant 10 keep 
your a11en1ion focused. 
Tou<;h and Smell: Two 
good senses 
Aromu1hcr.1py i, the use ol oils 
from no1uml bot:uiical sources for 
1hernpcu1ic healing. The use of 
aromatherapy date~ back 10 5000 
B.C. However. it was pol until 
1928 1ha1 the term was first used by 
the French chemist Rene-Maurice 
Ga11efos1c. Aromatherapy can 
elevate anxiety. depression, 
memory, headaches and migraines. 
Taking warm ba1hs wilh scented 
gels and soaps can be relieving for 
stress. You should look for 
ingredients like lavender. a lmond. 
jasmine or lemon balm. 
For those who can afford the time 
and money, massages arc also 
therapeutic for relieving st ress. 
Coffey Hines is a massage therapist 
at Georgetown Bodyworks Deep 
Muscle Massage cenler a l 3000 
Connecticut Ave. N.W. 
··we do Canadian deep muscle 
massage and Swedish massage 10 
relax our clients:· she said. All or 
their oils comain sesame with no 
pre~erva1ives or ndditivcs. 
Pairing up with a friend ora loved 
one lo mas,nge your feet. back and 
necl.. is a very affordable sub,tilule 
for a profes,ional massage and can 
give stimulating effects. 
Take your time 
Time management. if used before 
stress occurs. can increase your 
work 1imc. control the clis1rac1ions 
and reduce Mress. By utilizing your 
work lime you can reduce stress by 
being productive. enjoying what 
you ·ve done and giving yourself 
more quali1y time. 
r 
)KILLET TORTILLA CASSEROLE 
tioonsoliveoil 
dqlpe<lonion 
,frl>zen whole-1..emel com. 
~and divided 
. ;oon dried oregano 
"'l)OOll ground cumin 
cclove. crushed 
~• all•purpose flour 
IJ.5 ounce) no-salt-added 
r lOmatoes. undrained and 
"' (IS-ounce) black beans, 
1.5 ounce) chopped green 
I 
' I.inch) corn tortillas, 
n1 
::p,ticed green onions 
:ip chopped fresh cilantro, 
kl 
;;;,(2ounces) shredded sharp 
11chcese 
:,,pron paprika 
~~liced radishes 
-.pio,..fo1 sour cream 
:cllO\Cll lO 375 degrees . 
. ,o,I in a IQ.inch cast-iron 
• 10,cr medium heal. Add 
hxlsau1e five minutes. Add 
"'corn: saule over medium-
llm five minutes or until 
' 
lightly browned. Add oregano. 
cumin. and garlic: sau1e 30 seconds. 
Add flour: cook one minute. 
stirring con,1an1ly. Add 1oma1oes. 
beans and chilies, and cook two 
minutes or umil thick. Remove 
from heat: spoon bean mixture into 
a bowl. 
Spread 1/2 cup bean mixture over 
1he bouom of skillet. Arrange half 
of 1or1illn quarters over bean 
mixture in skillet. overlapping 
slightly. Spread half of remaining 
bean mixture over tonilla quaners. 
sprinkle with green onions and 1/4 
cup eilantr0. Rcpe:it with remaining 
1onillas and bean mixture. Top with 
1/4 cup com. cheese and paprika. 
Bake al 375 degrees for 30 
minutes or unti I thoroughly heated. 
Remove from oven: (c l stand IO 
minutes. Spoon onto 4 plaies: top 
with 1/4 cup cilantro. radishes and 
sour cream. 
----------..:~ 
J 
· Look for the next 
• 
dition of The Hilltop 
. at commencement. 
See you May 10! 
Lactose intolerance doesn't 
have to threaten health 
BY, Natalie Rance 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
If you have problems digesting 
dairy products, don·, worry because 
you 're not alone. More than half of 
the world's adult population is 
lac1ose-in1oleran1. especially 
people of color. 
Lactose intolerance, as defined 
by the Na1ional lns1i1u1c of Health, 
is "the inability 1odiges1 significant 
amounts of lactose. the 
predominant sugar of milk." This 
inability results from a shonage of 
the e nzyme lactose , wh ich is 
normally (>roduced by the cells that 
line the small intestine. 
The National tns1i1u1e of Diabetes 
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases 
of the National Jns1i1u1e of Heahh 
es1ima1es that between 30 million 
and 50 million Americans are 
lactose-intoleranl. 
Only 30 percent of human beings 
are able 10 digest lactose. including 
northern Europeans. 
Mediterraneans and East African 
groups. Almost a ll Asians are 
lac1ose-in1olerant as well as 75 
percem of African Americans, 
abou t 80 percem of Native 
Americans, half of Hispanics, and 
one-fiflh of Whites. 
Common symptoms of lactose 
intolerance include nausea, cramps, 
diarrhea, bloating and gas. The 
symptoms can vary depending on 
the amount of lactose each 
individual can tolerate. 
•·1 haven '1 eaten cheese in three 
years," said Tana Lee, a liberal ans 
student. "h messes up my whole 
digestive system." 
Ahhough milk and other dairy 
products arc nat ura l sou rces, 
lactose is often added 10 prepared 
foods and other products. Almosl 
20 percent of-prescription drugs 
and about 6 percent o f over-1he-
counter medicines use lactose. 
inc luding many types of birth 
control pills and gas tab le ts. 
However. these products typically 
affec1 only people with severe cases 
of intolerance. 
Lac1ose-in1oleran1 shoppers 
should also look ou1 for foods with 
"hidden'" lactose. Food labels 1ha1 
conta in whey, curds. milk by-
products. dry milk solids and nonfat 
dry milk powder arc signs 1hm an 
item may comain lac1ose. 
Many products have been 
developed 10 help lac1osc imolcranl 
individuals. Drops. capsules and 
tablets are avai lable in grocery 
s tores and pharmacies. Lactose-
reduced milk, ice cream and couage 
cheese are also available. These 
tablets and milk subsli!Ules can help 
people 10 enjoy the food they like 
and remain healthy. 
According 10 Beuye Nowl in, 
spokeswoman for The American 
Dietetic Association. i1 's important 
not 10 eliminate dairy products from 
the diet because they are the best 
source of d ietary calcium. 
" h would really be a mislake to 
g ive up the whole food group." 
Nowlin said. "The mosl important 
thing about ca lcium is the 
preven ti on of os1eoporosis and 
bone d isease." 
If necessary, other non-dairy 
foods, such as kale, brocco li , 
seafood, sardines and salmon, can 
be used as a calcium substitute. 
Even though lactose imolerance is 
widespread. i1 dose not pose a 
serious 1hrea1 10 a person's health. 
A carefully chosen d iet is the key 
10 reducing symptoms and 
protecting fumre health. 
For more information on lactose 
intolerance, contact the National 
Center of Nutrition and Oic1e1ics m 
I ,800-366-1655. 
Defeat stress before stress defeats you!!!! 
The Moorland-Spingarn Research Center 
presents 
CONGRESSIONAL FUNDING 
OF LIBRARY PROGRAMS 
a FORUM featuring 
Lynne Bradley 
Deputy Director 
Washington Office 
American Library Association 
and 
Carl Fleischhauer 
Technical Coordinator 
National Digital Library Project 
Library of Congress 
Friday, April 18, 1997 
10:00 A.M. -12:00 P.M. 
Armour J. Blackburn Center Auditorium 
Howard University 
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purchase 
red carpet lease or 
red carpet option 
- ~'\ [e>fl!I 
-
'4..,,..,-........... ,_.,u_, .. _ The new 1998 fiN1I ~ ~ 
Wblle 111n an lie lots ol DOOi! dealS out lll8l9 tor sman 
IIIGllle. 11111 oae la mllallte OIIIJ to coDeae senlOra and arad 
lllideDIS. Get $4110 call back" toward the PUrcllase or S650 
cas11 back" ton1 1111 Red Clnlel Lease <or Reel caniet OptlOnl 
ot ., llllillle ford or Meralr,. snt DOilO. And that Includes 
tile excl11nD new ford Escon ll2. a terrific way to grab Ille br 
tile Wheel. BID tun. For more CoDege Graduate Pun:llase PIODram 
tnro. can 1-800·321-1536 or Vlsh tile Well at www.1on1.com 
'l>blolQ<,'I )'00"'-<lg,.... .... l<>IIII! ,,..er,,._ ' 'lii ... 1'3,<lll 
CfbeQR""! e,,ro'tld11p,..;a KN' y~ ~~ ill'fOS-~betWlln14'97 
... ,,;95 s.,,,._.,. __ ,Y'1$1,0,,,"~ S,,)1>1_11>'_ 
--
College Graduate Purchase Program Mercury~ 
HIGH.~HONORS · 
.-•· /-■11!1 __ .,.·. A.,\~ 
/ ..,,,,.. . . ... 
;; . . ... .. ,:.:....i ·- . '. . ·.. .. . . .: -~. .. . -~"· 
TOYOTA'S REMARKABLE RAV4 
• ••• The RAV4, Which Comers Better, Rides More Smoolhly And Feels 
More Nimble Than Any SUV Made.• -Auto Week, June '96 
"The RAV4 ls A Faa-J1akle's Dream Machine.• -Car And Driver, Aprll '96 
'Toyou's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Can Chasm Between Car And Truck. 11w 
Little Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck.' -Cir An,/ Imm, April ~ 
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry-Like Quality" -Car And Driver, July '96 
· There's More. Your RAV4 Can BeA2-Door Or 4-Door,AFront-Wheel 
Drive Or A4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up 
ro 5 And Cargo, Too. 
TOYOTA RAV4 . .. IT'S OUT THERE AT YOUR 
,~}~,;~;~, TOYOTA DEALER NOW! Simpjy_e,ljest 
I 
April 18, 1997' 
APRIL 27TH, 1997 
2:30-4:00 P.M. 
HOWARD ijNIVERSITY 
RANKIN CHAPEL 
PLEASE JOIN US!! 
eftt 1)isti!'B_uisn.ec{ Gentfenien 
taf Pa .'A(pTia 2)s ~Jr aterttity 1 °J 
,,,,.,. ~ 
f. li,(i~r"'1llM ?, ' 
1'""11 
Rock Creek Park Lot #6 
ipril 26 I 1997 
12:00noon · Until 
1/111111 J/l.ttlll .-/1111/I 
U:1 !J,111/t iJJ/J'JJIII I 
I 
~~:tlllRJl!t11HfstifflfJ!! 1 I I I 
au i,t - tful, '4flt jut~~ I I I 
E•I::::========:::::-• 
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Ana1ysis: Bison football teaID has what it 
I 
' • 
' • 
• 
I 
• 
,,soN ROUNDUP 
ENTS FOR APRIL 18 
7 • MAY 5, 1997 
U vs. Coppin State 
19-97 12:00 p.m. 
y 
1 lJ vs. C~ppin State 
lj \20-97 1.00 p.m .. 
ot,Yay 
U vs. Maryland 
22-97 2:00 p.m. 
ay 
vs. Georgetown 
24-97 3:00 p.m. 
j,.,ay 
ivs. University Maryland a em Shore 6-97 12:00 p.m. ME 
L vs. Maryland Easter 
1:00 p.m. 
C CHAMPIONSHIPS 
2- May 5, 1997 
rida A & M University 
ble-header games 
I 806-7140 for home-fiel 
mation. 
vs. George Washington 
18-97 7:00 p.m. 
ne Stadium 
vs. Navy 
-97 6:30 p.m. 
y 
vs. George Washington 
~y 3, 1997 2:00 p.m. 
1eene Stadium 
U vs. University of Marylan 
, lay 4, 1997 11 :00 a.m. 
ay 
I ~NNIS 
IEAC OUTDOO 
PIONSHIPS 
ii 16 • April 19, 1997 
ida A & M University 
·, CK AND FIELD 
• 
I 
EAC Outdoo 
pionships 
'I 16-April 29, 1997 
hassee, Fla. 
'da A&M University 
NN RELAYS 
I 26-April 29, 1997 
~delphia, PA 
LDRAFT 
AIL 19 • APRIL 20, 1997 
YORK, NY 
vised on ESPN 
en's Basketball 
50th Birthda 
oceeds to benef it Th 
pTeam Work Foundation 
et info. 202-546-4535 
Colony South Hotel 
ton, MD 
'I 25, 1997 6:30 p.m. 
d luck to the Sprin 
in their quest for 
AC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
the coming weeks. 
Luck to the NFL an 
NBA hopefuls. 
that's the Roundup. 
takes to continue chainpionship tradition 
By Karlntha Wheaton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
They're back. No it's not the 
creepy link guys from 
"Poltergei,t" - it·, HU ·, own 
defending Blacl, National 
Champions. On Wednesday, the 
team officially ,tarted on the road 
that could lead it back to Atlanrn for 
a ch,rnce to repeat a, Black 
Nutional Champion, of ct>llege 
football. 
Although the temn is losing seven 
key players, two from defense and 
live from offen,e. the Bi,on ha,c a 
very good shot at repeating a, 
Black National Champions. 
Almost all of the award-winning 
defensive unit is returning. That 
could ,pell big trouble for 
How.1rd\ opponents. The 
defcns1vc unit "ill not onl) bring 
expcnencc to the licld. but the) 
will also bring a burning 1ksire to 
outdo last season. Many of the kc) 
returning players for the I 997 
season" ill be seniors. so it\ their 
la,1 chance to he a part ot 
,omething great a, collegiate 
player.. 
This may not be such a hard feat 
10 accomplish, thanks in part 10 
returning star quarterback Ted 
White. Last sea,on White rewrote 
the records book, while leading 
HU to a national champion,hip. 
Even though almost half of the 
offensive unit is graduating in a 
couple of weeb. the team is 
contident that ,uccess is within its 
reach. 
During the off season, Coach 
Steve Wilson ,igncd 1\\0 tran,fcr 
students that may be just what the 
Bison need to keep thc111 on the 
winning truck. Mpumi Ma,imini is 
an offcn\ive rncklc who transfem:d 
fro111 E:t>t Carolina. Mawnini may 
also have an inS1de edge when it 
comes to lighting for the ,tarting 
nod. Masimini has been watching 
his brother 111,:mba Ma,1mmi work 
magic on the Bi,on\ollcn"vc line 
for the last four years. Themba 
Mu...,imini i, a gr .. tduutini: ,cnior 
who started al tight end for the 
Bison for the last two year,. 
M pumi ,tand, 6 feet 5 inches and 
is listed at a lilllc more than 300 
pound,. That could mean a lot of 
protection for White and the other 
,mailer member, of the offen,ivc 
unit. It could also add up to big 
problems for the defensive unit of 
the opposing team if he gets the 
starting nod. 
The other off-season recruit is 
wide receiver Oreg Kyler from the 
University of Tennessee. Kyler is 6 
feet I inch and weighs in at 190 
pounds. 
Kyler may have more work ahead 
of him than he planned. Current 
wide receivers MacAnhur Johnson, 
Ayub Abdullah and Stefan 
Cameron will be returning for their 
fina l ,ea,on at Howard. These 
three saw plenty of action last year 
and would seem to have the starting 
nod locked up since lhey already 
~now Wil,on·s Myle. 
If the football team is able to 
repeal as Black National 
Champion,, it will ma~c the third 
time since l 993 that the 
outstanding feat has been 
accomplished by the team. 
HU fans will get their first look al 
the defending Blae~ National 
Champion, in the Blue and White 
Scrimmage later this month. 
WNBA prospect Denique graves 
fires off a shot against the Copper 
state eagles. 
Guard Amanda Hayes contem• 
plates her next defensive move. 
CoJnm.entary: It's Either a Ball or a Strike 
By Karintha Wheaton 
Hilltop Sports Editor 
TI1erc is something very "rong 011 
Howard's campus. The baseball 
team not only does not have a home 
field. but they don't even have a 
place to practice. Currently the 
baseball team is practicing in the 
gym. Home games. if they can be 
considered as such. are played just 
about anywhere and everywhere. 
This picture is very diMllrbing. 
Imagine if you will: Coach Sanya 
Tyler and the Lady Bison practicing 
lny-up drills in the swimming pool 
with trash cans for rims. Sounds 
kind ofridicutous doesn '1 it? If that 
seem, hard to picture. try 
envi,ioning Ted White and the 
Black Nationul Champion 
practicing" ith a b:isketb,111 in,1cad 
of a football. Ariy way you cut 11. it 
just doesn't ma~c any ,cn,e. 
Rcccllll) while If) mg to hx:ate 
the "home ticlcl" for the b,iscball 
team. I discovered that it docsn 't 
exbt. Banneker field is listed as 
home field for the team. However. 
they have yet 10 play at Banneker 
this season. So far this season. 
home games have been moved 10 
the opponents· home court or have 
been played as far away as 
Baltimore. Talk about :m unfair 
home-field advantage. 
·o one seem, to kno" why the 
team doe, 1101 ha,e a field of its 
own. There i, a field on the campus 
of Howard', Law School that 
Howard owns. Thi> ,pace \\Ould 
provide ample ,pace for tennis 
court, a, well as a baseball ticlcl. 
Plans have been in the wor~, for 
ye,1r. to tum the n,mor ot the ne" 
field into a reality. Unfortunately. 
11mc continue, to mO\c uhead. and 
the baseball team and the 1enni, 
team continue to move funher and 
funher back into the ice age. 
Despi1e not having a place to 
practice or play. the baseball team 
is doing very well in the MEAC. In 
fact. the members have a very 
realistic chance a1 winning the 
M EAC. Yet in a world "here 
athletic powerhouse, are becoming 
the nom1. the B i,on can't hope to 
reafotically compete with teams 
that have thing, a, fundamental a, 
a place 10 play. 
So far this season the baseball 
team ha., been a,ked to slay some 
prctt) big dragon,. The team ha, 
played Oklahoma University. 
Kansa,. Oral Roberts and 
O1..lahoma State. Each of these 
team, ha, two ,cf) basic thinj;s 111 
common. First the) all have places 
to play an<l practice. Secondly, 
when it comes to their skill in 
ba,cball. they are the "Big Boys." 
Gelling ready for an OU, or a 
Kansas is like preparing for Duke 
or Michigan. Nonh Carolina on the 
hard wood. It ju,t simply can't be 
done from the inside of Burr 
Gymna,ium. 
Sooner or later 110\, ard i, going to 
ha,e to reali,.e it cannot continue to 
sit on the fence of athlc11cs and 
watch everyone else play ball. 
Either we should commit 10 making 
the necessary changes to bring all 
HU ,pons into the 20th century. or 
we should simply di\band all spons 
and save ourselves the 
embarrassment of competing 
without the necessary fundamental 
elcmcnts required. 
Three years ago. Michael Wilbon 
of The Washington Post wrote, 
"The 1cam 1ha1 no one sees just 
keeps getting bcner and better." 
Well. now the team, with no place 
to play keep doing the same. Every 
day I become more awestrnck by 
the miracles achieved by the 
Howard coache:. and athletes 
coaching and playing under such 
slumlord conditions. Things have 
got to clmng~. 
Sleepless nights await top NFL, WNBA prospects 
By Karintha Wheaton 
HIiitop Sports Editor 
It's a dream every liule boy who 
ever picked up a football has had: 
to play in the NFL. The dream of 
going pro, until recently. was a 
dream in which lillle girb were not 
a pan. But. thanks to 1he fomiation 
of two women·, league,. the 
American Basketball League and 
the Women\ National B,isl..etball 
As,ociation. ltult: girb can ,tart 
dreaming too. 
On April 19 :md 20. some of the 
National Football League dreamers 
will lind all their sacrifices and 
dreams were worth it. 
Unfortunately. the WNBA 
dreamer. will have 10 wait another 
week - the WNBA draft is on 
April 28 - to see if their dream, 
will become reality. The one, who 
do not make it. whether they arc 
striving tor the WNBA or NFL -
and there will be more than a few 
broken hcans and shattered dream, 
- will have to look 10 the future 
and hope that thci r college, 
prepared them for more than a 
future on the gridiron or the hard 
wood. 
For many of th!! Black National 
Champion Bison football team. the 
dream of playing in the FL is 
close enough to touch. smell and 
taMe. The top NFL pro,pects from 
Howard's team include Robert Bell. 
Anthony Heyward. Billy Jenkins. 
Themba Masimini. Kireem 
Swinton and Marco Ward. 
"I have no doubt I am going to be 
there (in 1he NFL] when all the ink 
dries." lleyward said. "I have 
worked really hard trying to perfec1 
Ill) craft. and I think it is going to 
pay off 
"We [the olfcnsivc line) felt we 
had to try and keep ev~1ythi11g light 
during the year:· Heyw:ird 
continued. --coach [Ste,e] Wilson 
made us very aware that the NFL is 
not about fun and games. It is a 
bu,iness, und if you take it lightly. 
it can be cutthroat. So. it wa, 
import.mt to the veterans on the 
team that we not let the 
undercla,,men see u, get stressed 
out.'' 
For the WN BA prospect,. Joining 
the league is a chance tor them 10 
become a p:1n of history as ,~ell as 
have their names in lights in their 
own count•)' instead of oversea,. 
With 1hc c~clusion of tennis. ice 
sl..:11ing and golf. the league's 
fom1a1ion marks the first time a 
woman's a1hle1iccarecr won't ha,c 
to end when ,he walks across the 
The Hilltop sends. 
its warmest· 
wishes to · 
Larry Connors. 
stage m graduation. 
Denique Graves has always been 
in the forefront of the prospects. 
Women ·s basketball Coach Sanya 
Tyler praised her staning 6-fcet-5• 
inch center in the team ·s media 
guide. 
"Dcnique is certainly one of the 
key rea,ons we have had 1he 
success we·ve had the laM few 
years:· Tyler wrote. "She is 
ab,olutcl) one of the great big girls 
to play in the M EAC She ha, the 
potential to do "ell on the ne" 
level.'' 
In fact, at pre,s time. Graves had 
already signed with the WNBA. 
but ,he will h:we 10 wi,it until draft 
day to tind out where she will play 
For many, in the end, it all boils 
down to playing the "ait ing game. 
'Tm ready. lju,tdon't think I :un 
going 10 watch the dran:· Heyward 
said. ''It would probahly make me 
a little m1xious. I'm a Christian. so 
all I can do is pra> and hope 
everything tums out right." 
To the Dison football players 
living on a tield of dream,, tonight 
Af)y(,rlfllf '-l {NI 
V•VAISITY 
C•ClUI 
l•INtaAMUltAl 
18 
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 
TENNIS/V 
MEAC CHAMPIONSHIP 
TALIAHASSEE, FLORIDA 
is probably going to be the longest 
night of their lives. The Hilltop 
wi,he, good lucl.. to all them in 
their fu1urc endeal'ors. whai c,er 
they may be. 
Top NFL Pro,pects: 
I. Rohen Bell #76 6-6. 315 lbs. 
Offensive Tac~le 
Posithes: Nice ,i,e: 4-year 
stancr in pa"ing offense 
2. Anthon)' Hey ward 6-3. 295 lb,. 
Outside Linebacker 
Po,itive,: Good size: impressive 
upper body ,1reng1h 
3. Themba Masimini #89 6-5, 
255 lbs. 
Tight End 
"Hi, bloc~ing is "hat made 
him a top prospect." - Karl I lente, 
The W:1'hington Post 
..i. Kireern Swimon 6-3. 300 lbs. 
Outside Lincbac~cr 
19 
BASEBALI/V 
AT COPPIN STATE, NOON 
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 
TENNIS/V 
MEAC CHAMPIONSHIP 
TALIAHASSEE, FLORIDA 
[NO 
Positives: Good size; can play 
with leverage. 
5. Marco Ward 6-2, l 96 lbs. 
Wide Receiver 
Positives: Nice size: has 
become an effective receiver in 
scoring territory 
Top WNBA Prospects 
I. Denique Graves 6-5 
Center Philadelplua, PA 
R:mked l 31h in the country; 
member of the 1.000-point club: 
has more than 700 rebounds 
2. Amanda Hayes 5·7 
Guard 
An explosive player: named 
First Team all-MEAC. a ll 
tourni1men1: t0urnamcn1 MVP: 
member of the 1.000-point club 
~ WNBA prospect infonnation 
taken from the 1996 -1997 media 
gmdc. 
*NFL craft information taken 
from n0.com/draftracker/html. 
Ur 'r(X..lt N KE ~MX~T ~t" 
l(/\j('}',\ ·7k£ ,,K.4.".0tOC,1,PON 
OF'f'Ot,,Rl\f \ THOff', l(U,~"MH 
R'f,1 ~ .-[~ AT 
AU41'4,,\. ~coo 
0 
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BASEBALI/V 
AT COPP!~ STATE 
1 00 PM 
DON' T MISS •.• 
NIKE'S 
REUSE A SHOE 
CAMPAIGN 
. WATCH FOR BINS 
DURING FINALS! 
,,-c (',(W. ~ JPOU ll'h '-.(I a IO ••4'0 .. 11\lJCt.k'!\A«Jl>l ut'el\ !,j CA"""'-S. 
._o.tCIOU NOT~ ....... '\'M'll,;P,,rt _ _._ ' ,.._ , ..,,~..., IN. 1•J Oll tXll. lt,l()t H ,.,..Y'" ..,y.,,._ykJC.,f~ 
---· 
J 
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
18 APRIL 1997 
'IMPORTANT DATES 
DoN'T BE LATE 
First Semester 1997-98 
Augustl 
August21 
August 22-29 
August 22-29 
August25 
August29 
October 6 
First deferred payment due for Fall 1997 
(Classes entered during General Mandatory 
Registration (March 31-April 11, 1997 will be 
purged if payment not received) 
Residence Halls open at 9 AM for continuing students 
Late Registration for undergraduate students 
Period for adding or dropping a course or changing 
from one section to another ($20 per change) 
' Instruction begins in all schools and colleges 
Last day to drop a course without a grade of ''W'' 
Deadline for prospective May 1998 graduates to file \ 
application for graduation with respective deans 
October 29 
November 3-14 
November 21 
December 4 
Second deferred payment due for Fall 1997 
General Mandatory Registration for Spring 1998 
Last day to withdraw from a course 
I 
December 19 
December 20 
December 22 
Last day of formal classes and last day to complete 
process for total withdrawal from the University 
Fall Semester ends at close of examinations 
Residence Halls close at S PM 
First deferred payment due for Spring 1998 
i 
I 18, 1997 
, 
THE HILLTOP 
Howard Debate Team Wins 
. 
National Championship! 
President H. Patrick Swygert 
invites 
. The Howard University Community 
to join in the 
CELEBRATION 
of the 
' 
. 
Howard Mock Trial Debate Team, 
National Champions 
of the Mock Trial Debate Competition 
A reception will be held in the team's honor 
Wednesday, April 23, at 5 p.m. 
in the main lobby of the Administration Building 
Light refreshments will be served. 
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HILLTQPICS 
are ue, pa1 
in full, the Monday before publica-
tion. Announcements by campus 
organi2ations for meetings, seminnr:, 
or non-profit events are free for I 0 
words or less and $ I for every addi-
tional five words. Campus 
announcement, for profit nrc 
charged n.s individuals. Individuals 
advertising for the purp0,c of 
announcing u service, buying or 
selling are charged S5 for the fir.,1 
20 words and$ I for every addition-
al five words.Local companies are 
charged SI O for the first 20 words 
and $2 for every five words there• 
after. Personal ads are S2 for the 
firs I IO words and SI for every nddi• 
1ional five words. Color llill1opic, 
N an additional S2 
ANNO0NCEMEN I'S 
As-salanmu Ala1kum!! Mu,hm 
prayer & sermon every Friday @ 
I PM. Islamic studies class Sundays 
@ 2PM. All are invited! Carnegie 
Building (near Dougla,s). For more 
information: (202) 291-3790 
HOSA would like 10 extend its 
thanks and appreciation 10 everyone 
who participated in this year\ 
Community Day. 
CSA presents the fashion show of 
the year. "Enigma" on April 26 a1 6 
p.m. in 1he Blackburn Center Ball-
room. Admis,1on is S8 and $6 for 
CSA member... 
I he 1997-1998 B"on Vc:1rbook " 
now accepting applications for the 
following positions: 
Managing Editor 
Copy Editor 
Layout Editor 
Pho10 Edi1or 
Lab 'lcchnician 
We are also seeking freelance 
writers and photographers. 
Applications arc now available in 
Room 117. Blackburn Center. Inter-
views will be held April 21-25. 
1997. For more information plea~e 
con1ac1 Dawnica Jackson at 
(202) 865-7870 
Attention Ali Ncn And Old 
UGSA Representath-es There will 
be a mandatory meeting on Tuesday. 
April 22. 1997 Io the Blackburn 
Forum at 7:30pm. Elections will be 
held a11his meeting. 
High Rotatlonrecordrng arust ·'Oa 
Whole 9" would like 10 thank 1he 
HU focuhy and student body for 
suppor1ing their fellow alumni. 
Their smash debut single Weekend 
is available al Howard Music on 
Georgia Ave. We look forward 10 
adding mO<e hip hop na,or 10 the 
HU Community. HR Records! 
Summer Rendmi: l'rogram 
Improve your reading 
comprehension and rate by 4 + years 
in six weeks. AM session only M-F. 
9-12. No cos1. In1eres1ed lea"e a 
message @ 246-6650. 
FOUR airline 11cke1s nva1i:16ic. Los 
Angeles to Wa,hing1on, DC in 1ime 
for Howard Graduation. Sll,Q each. 
First come. firs1 serve. Call 
(3 I 0) 631-0290. 
Are you ready 10 get active m 
Goldco Key? ln1eres1ed in joining? 
Call 865-0053 I l<JNCS DOMINION! Jorn Golden 
Key in a trip 10 Kings Dominion on 
A~tl 26. Call 939-0313 for details. 
ncnnon all biology maJors and 
graduating seniors, 1he biology 
department will have their 3rd annu-
al "Positive Vibrations" Awards Day 
on Thursday, April 24, 1997, a1 I 
PM in 1he E.E. Jusl Hall Auditori-
um. See You TI1ere! 
ALI ERNAl'lvE SEx0AL OR 
GENDER ORIENTATION? NOT 
SUR£ YET? Join the Howard 
Communily like you. " OXALA" 
882-6096. Confidential off-campus 
meetings. 
SERVICES 
ln1erne11111crnsh1ps m Washlng1on! 
Association for In1crac1ive Media is 
where companies like Disney. 
Dreamworks, CNET. MSNBC, ln1el. 
lnfoseek. and more 1urn for interac-
tive media advice. Marketing. jour-
nalism. web design, PR. re-,earch, 
sales positions! Definitely the be<t 
in1ernship you' ll ever have. Call 
Ben: 202-408-0008 or 
in1erns@1n1eractivehq.org 
E0ROPESl?S. 
Within USA $79. • $ 129. Caribb. I 
Mexico S199.r/1 Cheap Fares World-
wide!!!! !I http:l/www.airhi1ch.org 
AIRHITCH 1-800-326-2009 
Summer Storage. Sale, Econom,. 
cal, Comenien1. Mail Boxes Etc. 
(202)686-2100 
Attention AU Students!!! Grants, 
Scholarships A,·ailable From 
Sponsors!!! No Repayments, 
E,·er! !! $$~ Cash For College $$$. 
For Info: 1-800-243-'?435 
Shtn·e Bumps'! 
We can help in 5-,hnvcs. 
CALL: l-800-330-FACE 
www.quadchem.com 
College Reps. Needed 
A.O. ln1erna11onal Students' Asso• 
cia1ion Summer Storage Affordable 
$99.99 Flat Rme Call 806-4547; 
202-232-6274: 202-986-7750 
4 Free Boxes. Pickup and Delivery. 
Prolesslonal VCR Service Free 
estimates, T.V. VCR hookup, pro-
gramming pickup & delivery- 45 
day warranty. Student discounts. 
Call John al 202-234-0840. 
OOH\ 
Would you like 10 pursue a career 
within 1he modeling and/or TV/Fi lm 
Industry? We a1 Caliber 
Entertainment believe we are 
aligned with the largest and mos1 
successful agency on the cast coa,1 
between New York and Miami. For 
immediate con,ideration cull 
703-823-3744 Local 
Cheap Boxes f or Storage. Call 
202-232-6274/ 202-986-7750 
2x2x2 boxes. $5.00 each Free 
Deli\'ery. 
Internet acces~ / E•mml accounts 
Resumes written/processed 
Torm p~rs/Repor1s/Lcttcr. 
Rent a desk with computer 
$45.00/day minimum Computer 
repairs/upgrades. Dupont Circle 
(202)-483-0798 
FOR REN'I' 
Adams Morgan 2360 Om,·erslly 
Place, Efficiencies .. frpl. WIW. 
$375-S400 plus Utils: Near 
U Street MeLrO. 
Efficiency, 45 Rhode Island Ave. 
NE, W/W, private entrance, $375 
includes Utils .. 5 blocks from 
Metro. Call 202-488-1449 
Pully furnished Rooms Carpeung 
W/D. Cooking Facilities. Near 
HUH. $250-S300/month Including 
U1ili1ie, $200 Security Deposit Call 
202-291-2248 
EQBBERi 
700 Block FAIRMONT ST.. NW • 
ONE VACANCY m four furnished 
bedroom rowhouse 1/2 block from 
School of Business. Rcn1 
$385/month. utililies paid by own-
ers. Security deposit ($250). Sepa-
rate telephone tine. keyed foe~. 
Graduate srudentS preferred. Co-
signer may be required. Shown by 
appointment only. 
Call Mrs. Thomas (301)464-2931 
Renovated I &2 Bedroom A pis and 
Rooms. Close to Campus 
w/d.wwc,ac. Good security. Call 
202-723-4646. 
Ouplcx-io,·ely 3 Br, I Ba. 
WD.CAC, DW. WW, cable. walking 
distance 10 Howard. plus uti lities, 
S975. Con1act Ms Drummond Ci 
301-229-2485 August 
Rooms tor rcnl. JUSI renovated. w/w 
carpel washer/dryer, free cable, 
dishwasher. Call Ronnie Thomas. 
(H) 581-6814 (P) 788-1358 
Beauufui 2 bdrm. 2 Ba Avrulnble 
Now. WID. fireplace, nice view. AC, 
storage. S775/mo + u1ili1ies I mo 
sec. dep. 1900 3rd Si. NW #2 (near 
Slowe Hall) Call Ethan @ (202) 
726-3777. 
Ho"ard Onwers,ry Area- Brand 
new 5 Bedroom 5 Bath TH one 
block from campus w/w. enc, w/d. 
basement s1orage. patio parking 
SI 500 + KL Associates 
202-462-5106 
llhno1s A,e. NW--Renova1cd 2 
Bedroom apariment in TH. WIW. 
CAC. Deck. Georgia A,e Busline. 
Convenient 10 Howard Uni,crsi1y 
$650+ KL Associates 202-462-5 I 06 
All 011it11c~ lncluded--Spac1ou1 
I BR & Efficiency Apartment<. Ceil 
ing fan,. l~undry, convenicnl 10 RI 
Metro, Cotholic U. & Howard U. 
S375 • S515. 2615 4th S1. NE 
KL Assoc 202-462-5 I 06 
Columbia Elel1,1l1is Chnrn11ng 4 BR 
plus den, 3 bath, 2 noor apur1men1. 
DW. W/D, CAC. Fireplace. wood 
noors. exposed brick, garden area. 
Easy ,1rcc1 parking. Con\'enient 10 
Howard. shopping, public trnns-
por1n1ion. Available 8/1. Sl300 plus 
Ulililie,. Ane 202-667- 1522 
Summer lbwnhousc for rent m 
Sui1lnnd, MD. One bedroom with 
furnished living room and parking 
space available. Call 301-8 I 4-0068 
for immediate interview. prefer grad• 
uale or professional Mudcn1, cxce(. 
lcn1 rate package 
C:ill Dell nnd LA Por A Pince I his 
Summer (202)829-2470 
HELi' WAN l'llO 
Prumouonal Moochng 
Part-'rimdF!exiblc ll\ening<IWcek 
end Hours. WantcJ: Sophi,1ica1cd, 
Attras-tivi,, Outgoing Female, 21 
Yem & Older $12+/HR Shcray Pro-
mot1on, (301 )843-8)63 
0SE 'I HE FoRCE 
Clean Wn1er Action need, mo1ivu1ed 
professional rebels 10 fight 1hc 
alliance 1hn1 wn111s 10 weaken our 
water protections. You're our only 
hope! Summer/Careers. F/PT. 
$300/wk. 202-895-0420x I 07 
ProJec1 SAvE, a violence preven-
tion program for teen,, ,eeh cn1hu-
sias1ic s1uden1s for paid in1ernships 
during summer. Musi have trans-
portation. Please call Synergistic, 
lnc. at (30 I )839-9 I 77. 
Voiun1eer In Alrica or Mexico. One 
year posts: health. human rights, 
business, journali sm, you1h, envi• 
ronmen1, and more. Visions in 
Action 202-625-7403. 
SIS()() weekly potential ma1hng our 
circulars. For info call 
202-298- 1135 
FoRSALE 
CABLF. OF;SCRAKiBLF.R 
Build yout own descrambler with 
only 7 Radio Shac'k parts! Eai.y. For 
Complete l nstruc1ion, send $8 + $2 
(s/h) to J & M Research Co. PO Box 
94 Burtonsvillc. MD 20866 
Smymg tor the summer. need a 
bedroom SCI call (301)499-5744 10 
cove message. rice 1s negoua e 
sci includes: headboard, dresser 
w/mirror nnd nigh1 smnd 
One Conunental Airline 1'1cke1 
From Wnshing1on. D.C. Nn1·1 To 
Los Angeles. Departure Scheduled 
for 1\1esday Evening, May 6. Only 
$200. Call (202)939-0109--Murry! 
PF,RSONALS 
Pulse td11or. Aw;inya Angbn 
would like 10 wish the be,1 of Jue~ 
10: Thmara Wiley. Erin Barnell. 
Aurelia Myles. Bethany Strong & 
Princess Mhoon for 1heir 1997 
Spring Dance Concert! 
Love Ya & Break A Leg! 
Happy Belated 21st Birthday to 
sis1er Frieda from all your family 
nnd the Brown Foxxcs of 3FF. Good 
luck on the 19th Smooches! 
Rho Ba6y! 
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc Alpha 
Phi Chapter 
SI' 97 
Congra1ula11ons 'lb Ebony 
-The Crew 
Congra1ula11ons Myyucca From 
Sapphire. Jason. lmnni Yolanda. and 
John 
Congratulations Seniors 1 
Tile Brother, of [),:ha Sigma Pi. l01a 
Rho Chapter would like Lo wi~h you 
all the be,1 of luck in fu1ure 
endea"ors. 
Congra1ufo1ions Spring 1997 
IP 3~4-Kenya Williams 
IP 335-James Chasten 
IP 336-Abhn You ins 
IP 337 Adia May 
IP 338-Adna Barne, 
Al.II 
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi, Iota 
Rho Chapter \\Ould like to wish 
Brothers Angela Heyward, 
Tuaranna P:111erson and Keisha 
Lowe a~ Happy Birthday! 
199 I Abc&Janan,. )·our JOOR-
NEY wall ,oon come 10 an END ... 
.. with Sp,r,t ol f amH)·, )OU wall 
•uttl)· win UHURU SASA' 
Jas1ra (a.k.a. Nov1a}•· 
Ku1iliwah Furaha! Happy Birthday! 
You are our goddess of abundance. 
Count your blessings and don·1 
block the ones headed your way. 
Lo,c, UBIQUITY 
Happy Birthday Jonathan & 
Myyucca Lo"e Malia. Toni, Jasira. 
Ninmbi. Mecca 
Jon-• Mecca says "shO\\ me the 
money" 
Congrarulauons to ODIN'S 9 
THUNDEROUS KNIGHTS 
l)Sam McDonald Jr. 2)Andre 
Samuels 3)Al-Turiq Harris 4)Ellcry 
Coleman S)Myyucca Sherman 
6)An1oine Green 7)Corbe1 Ellison 
8)Shamarlas Allens 
9)Roy Hawkins Jr. 
Now the real "ork Begins! Easy. 
·ODIN 
Congra1uia11ons 10 Spring 9 7 hne 
of O'l'CI> 
frotn Authcnlic 811 
University 
Storage & Moving 
**5.00 Deposit** 
**Starting @19.95/mo. * 
***Free Boxes*** 
*Insured & Bonded* 
"Designed to meet the needs of Today's College Student" 
202-434-4512 
Howard U's Leading Storage Company 
* A Subsidiary of M.Y. Enterprises* 
*Member of the B .B.B* 
l 
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